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PARTNERS
Georgia Downtown Renaissance Partnership
Bringing together public institutions, nongovernmental organizations, and private foundations, the
Georgia Downtown Renaissance Partnership combines the skills and resources of the Georgia
Municipal Association, the Georgia Cities Foundation, the Lyndhurst Foundation, and the University
of Georgia’s Carl Vinson Institute of Government to revitalize communities across Georgia. The
Georgia Downtown Renaissance Partnership facilitates the creation of strategic visions, plans,
designs, and work programs for partner communities in Georgia. The Georgia Downtown
Renaissance Partnership works with government leaders, chambers of commerce, downtown
stakeholders, and local citizens to help ensure that all cities in Georgia have the resources and
tools necessary to realize their vision and maximize their potential.

Carl Vinson Institute of Government
Since 1927, the University of Georgia’s Carl Vinson Institute of Government has worked with public
officials throughout Georgia and around the world to improve governance and people's lives.
From Georgia's early days as a largely agrarian state with a modest population to its modern-day
status as a national and international force in business, industry, and politics with a population of
10 million, the Institute has helped government leaders navigate change and forge strong directions for a more prosperous Georgia.
Dalton citizens discuss top issues at the Dalton RSVP Town Hall meeting.

Georgia Municipal Association
We extend our deep appreciation and gratitude to the following groups
for their ongoing support of this planning effort and their shared
commitment to community revitalization in Dalton:

•Whitfield County Board of Commissioners
| Lynn Laughter, Commission Chair
•Dalton Public Schools
•Dalton Parks and Recreation
•City of Dalton Public Safety Commission
•Dalton State College
•Georgia Northwestern Technical College
•Dalton Historic Preservation Commission
•Whitfield-Murray Historical Society
•Rock Bridge Community Church
•Brandon Cawood Photography
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Created in 1933, the Georgia Municipal Association (GMA) is the only state organization that
represents municipal governments in Georgia. Based in Atlanta, GMA is a voluntary, nonprofit
organization that provides legislative advocacy and educational, employee benefit, and technical consulting services to its members. GMA’s purpose is to anticipate and influence the forces
shaping Georgia’s communities and to provide leadership, tools, and services that assist local
governments in becoming more innovative, effective, and responsive.

Georgia Cities Foundation
Founded in 1999, The Georgia Cities Foundation is a nonprofit subsidiary of the Georgia Municipal
Association. The foundation’s mission is to assist cities in their efforts to revitalize and enhance
downtown areas by serving as a partner and facilitator in funding capital projects through the
revolving loan fund. Its services include the Revolving Loan Fund Program, the Heart and Soul
Downtown Workshop, the Peer-to-Peer Mentoring Tour, Downtown Development Authority Basic
Training, and the Renaissance Award.
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Introduction

N

ature requires that beings adapt to
environmental change and pressure
in order to survive. As in the natural
world, successful communities meet,
respond, and thrive when engulfed by
the winds of change. Events that cause systems to
crumble and ways of life to disappear test the mettle
of any community. Evolution, innovation, reinvention,
and hard work are the vertebrae of Dalton, Georgia’s
backbone. Few communities anywhere boast as storied
and full a heritage of innovation, creativity, renewal,
and rebirth. Over nearly two centuries of existence,
Dalton has evolved and flourished in circumstances
that would cause other communities to wither. From
the community’s origin as sleepy Cross Plains to
Dalton’s modern-day status as the global hub of the
multibillion-dollar floorcovering industry, this city
has known boom and bust, struggle and triumph.
Throughout Dalton’s vibrant and diverse history, this
community has never ceased to adapt and meet the
challenges of tomorrow.
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“

Like the rapidly
growing nation
around it, Dalton
was filled with the
restless energy of
the frontier.

Historic Images, Clockwise from Top: This historic circa 1900 view of downtown Dalton
shows Hamilton Street crowded with wagons hauling cotton. Captain Edward White, Dalton’s
visionary founder, foresaw a great city arising along the Western and Atlantic Railroad. White
laid out many of Dalton’s wide streets and dedicated land to parks and public buildings. This
historic turn-of-the century image provides a glimpse of Hamilton Street in the early 1900s. All
images courtesy of the Georgia Archives.

In the heart of Northwest Georgia, among the wooded foothills and
lush green plains of the ridge and valley region, the area around Dalton seemed to
first settlers like heaven on earth. Hemmed in by Rocky Face to the west, the wide plain
known to geologists as the “Great Valley” sprawls eastward from present-day Dalton.
This expanse of relatively flat land between the Armuchee Ridges and the Cohutta
Mountains forms a rich and diverse region and natural corridor for transportation. Like
Interstate 75 ferrying traffic through the Great Valley today, this opening formed a vital
transportation corridor for early woodland Indians, explorers, and traders. In the former
heartland of the Cherokee, Dalton was founded in 1847 with the boldness and depth
of vision that would come to characterize this community.
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“

Like the visionaries that would later call this place home, Dalton’s founder, Captain Edward
White, believed in the unlimited potential of this community. The head of a northern real estate
syndicate, Captain White laid out a modern city between the frontier settlement of Cross Plains
and the planned route of the state-chartered Western & Atlantic (W&A) Railroad. Connecting
the inchoate settlement of Terminus (Atlanta) with Chattanooga, the W&A was the first significant railroad in the region and helped expand booming trade and industry throughout
Northwest Georgia. Captain White envisioned a great city at the newly constructed railroad, complete with a grid of wide streets, devoted sites for public buildings, parks, and more.
Named in honor of Captain White’s mother, Mary Dalton, the City of Dalton was incorporated by the Georgia legislature in 1847, absorbing the existing settlement of Cross Plains
in the new city. Captain White worked to ensure the success of his young settlement, using
his influence to attract the East Tennessee and Georgia Railroad to Dalton. White and other
local investors further expanded Dalton’s role as a transportation hub with the construction of
the Selma, Rome, and Dalton Railroad. For much of this period, the rail lines running through
Dalton served as a major artery for all southern rail traffic between the East and New Orleans.
Named county seat of the newly formed Whitfield County in 1851, by 1860, Dalton, with
its handsome brick depot, fine antebellum homes, booming taverns, and hotels, had risen
to become a regional transportation, commercial, and political hub. Like the rapidly growing nation around it, Dalton was filled with the restless energy of the frontier. As the teeming
city Captain White envisioned seemed just beyond the horizon, the fog of war descended
upon the country. The next four years would leave the area around Dalton, and White’s bold
vision, almost decimated.
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A

s a key transportation hub along several major regional rail lines in the
heart of a growing region, Dalton was of significant strategic importance
during the Civil War. The city continued to grow through the first years of
the conflict, with war-related industries and factories setting up in Dalton. By
1862, Dalton felt the first brush of the war with the locomotive The General
blaring through the city during the Great Locomotive Chase. While largely unscathed by the
war until 1862, soon the city’s public buildings and private homes were devoted to hospital beds for Confederates wounded in the assaults of the Chattanooga campaign. By 1863,
war surrounded Dalton, as Union forces fought bitterly through Northwest Georgia on their
campaign to capture vital supply lines to Atlanta.
Destruction followed Sherman’s March to the Sea, and Dalton suffered a long period of
economic hardship in the years after the war. To eke out a living in difficult times, Dalton’s industrious citizens often turned to handicrafts and supplemental trades to support their families. As
a teenager in the 1890s, local resident Catherine Evans Whitener revived a Revolutionaryera practice of “candlewicking” to create a tufted bedspread as a wedding gift for her brother
and his new bride. This simple, lovingly crafted gift soon gave birth to a cottage industry that
would forever shape the destiny of the community. Whitener continued making and selling tufted
bedspreads in Dalton, and over time many others took up the practice. Soon the beauty and
quality of Dalton’s tufted bedspreads, called “chenille,” drew the notice of visitors throughout
the region and beyond. As this attention grew, entrepreneurs began setting up “spread houses”
where residents more efficiently crafted and finished tufted bedspreads. These small businesses,
often located in local homes, were the humble origin of what would become a multibillion-dollar industry. The popularization of the automobile accelerated development of this cottage
industry in Dalton. By the late 1920s, US Highway 41, the “Dixie Highway,” extended 5,706
miles from Ontario to Miami, ferrying midwestern tourists, freight, and commerce through the
center of Dalton along Hamilton Street. Local entrepreneurs took advantage of this stream of
potential customers, displaying colorful bedspreads along the route of the highway. Known
playfully as Bedspread Boulevard and Peacock Alley, Dixie Highway forever changed industry in Dalton and brought the city’s product to the world.
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Dalton’s nascent industry almost collapsed during the Great Depression. Part of Franklin
Roosevelt’s National Recovery Act required that workers be paid by the hour. Formerly,
bedspread tufters were paid for “piece work” produced at home. To continue operating,
larger bedspread makers had to bring workers together under one roof. Over time, this
development increased the efficiency of manufacturing and led to additional innovation.
Mechanization of Dalton’s cottage industry took time but led to even more innovation in
the city. Soon, larger companies like Cabin Crafts began experimenting with other tufted
products, including rugs. This creative experimentation led to the development of a machine
tufting process that could be used to efficiently create carpets. To accommodate the postwar
housing boom, carpet production in Dalton soared after 1945. By the 1960s, innovations
in tufting mechanization, new synthetic materials, and the wealth of community expertise
in the industry made Dalton the undisputed carpet capital of the world. During the 1960s,
the carpet industry was the fourth fastest growing industry in the country, with the industry
further concentrating in Dalton throughout the decade. Many of the hardworking, visionary entrepreneurs that sunk their homes, lives, and fortunes into housing, supplying, and
operating this early industry became millionaires.

A historic aerial photograph of Downtown Dalton in the 1890s,
courtesy of the Georgia Archives.
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The carpet industry brought new
wealth and prosperity to Dalton, and local residents remember the downtown of the 1950s
and 60s as the thriving and vital heart of the
community. Two movie theaters, downtown
hotels, prosperous local businesses, and a sense
of community drew locals and regional visitors
downtown daily. As with communities all over
the country, however, changing development
patterns led to disinvestment in downtown over
time. Like the Western & Atlantic Railroad and
US 41 connecting the city before it, I-75 once
again put Dalton squarely in the path of regional
trade, commerce, and growth. Connection to
the burgeoning postwar network of interstate
highways fed the area’s growing manufacturing
industries and opened up Dalton as a destination for commuters to nearby Chattanooga.
Soon, pastures and farms surrounding the
city sprouted with tract homes and shopping
centers. Many of the businesses, restaurants,
and services once housed downtown gravitated to Walnut Avenue and strip developments
near the Interstate. In 1980, Walnut Square
Mall opened, further diverting business activity once housed in downtown. While Dalton
as a community continued to grow throughout
the 1980s and 1990s, downtown continued
to slowly decline. During this same era, Dalton
began a steady demographic transformation. With a persistent shortage of labor, many
manufacturers began employing Hispanic
immigrants to work in the city’s growing industry. Dalton’s vibrant Hispanic community has
continued to grow and prosper over time, with
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many first- and second-generation immigrants
embodying Dalton’s entrepreneurial American
dream. From only seven Latino-owned businesses in 1995, today more than 200 exist in
the community. Today, Dalton is among the most
diverse cities in Georgia, boasting a Hispanic
population of 49.4%.
The Great Recession shook Dalton to its
core. The collapse of the housing market had
disastrous implications for the carpet and
floorcovering industry that have continued long
into this decade. By April 2009, Dalton hit a 14%
peak in unemployment. At one point during the

Dalton lost
more jobs yearto-year than any
other metropolitan area in the
country. From April 2006 to
Great Recession,

June 2012, Dalton lost 18,600 jobs, decimating lives and industry. Even in the midst of
crisis, many locals embodied the hardworking, entrepreneurial spirit of the city. In the
worst economic conditions since the Great
Depression, some local small entrepreneurs
chose to reinvest in the community. Local businesspeople who survived the recession saw
opportunity in a crisis, snapping up real estate
at deflated prices. Betting on the recovery of
this community, many entrepreneurs put money
into the one area that seemed to weather the
recession: downtown.

Post-recession, Dalton is once again on
the rise. From the highest unemployment rate
in the nation, Dalton has rebounded economically, and downtown is once again attracting
activity and reinvestment. In August 2016,
the Greater Dalton Chamber of Commerce
brought together leaders from the city’s key
public, private, and nonprofit sectors to begin
a strategic planning process to determine the
needs and priorities of the community. Built
on the input of more than 2,200 local citizens
and community members, the resulting Believe
Greater Dalton plan identified six key strategies
that Dalton and the wider community should
focus on to thrive, grow, and become more
competitive. Through this process, Dalton’s
vibrant and diverse community shared ideas
to ensure a thriving and sustainable future for
the city. Improving Downtown Dalton as the
heart of the community and the go-to destination for the region emerged as a key element
of the Believe Greater Dalton plan. With 2,200
community members sharing their commitment to downtown, Believe Greater Dalton’s
planning effort provided a turning point, galvanizing support from across the community for
the revival of Downtown Dalton. Locals and
visitors, particularly young professionals and
millennials, shared their desire for an active
and lively downtown. Business leaders and
community members viewed a diverse downtown destination with a mix of entertainment,
retail, housing, and dining offerings as a critical
driver of local quality of life and talent retention. These qualities make improving downtown

Downtown Dalton has experienced
post-recession growth that continues
to attract reinvestment.

key to the continued economic prosperity of
the region. Additional strategies identified by
Believe Greater Dalton, including attracting a
mix of housing, creating a hub for entrepreneurship, and building community pride, all
work in tandem with the desire for downtown to
become an attractive destination, an economic
engine, and the heart of the community. The
goals of this five-year strategic planning effort
are already bearing fruit for the community.
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V

isitors to Dalton today can feel the electricity and
momentum of a community on the cusp of change.
With only a smattering of restaurants a few years
ago, downtown added seven new restaurants in
2016 alone. In 2014, the city adopted a bill to amend
Dalton’s Open Container Ordinance. Since the adoption of what one
public input participant called “free-range beer,” three key developments—Dalton Distillery, Cherokee Brewing Company, and Dalton
Brewing Company—have all begun operating downtown. These businesses are sparking a revival of activity and new energy downtown,
attracting both regional visitors and locals to the true heart of the city.
Downtown Dalton’s momentum took a great leap forward in May 2018
with the opening of Burr Park in the center of downtown. Made possible by the $1 million donation of local philanthropist Jeanne Burr, this
performing arts park stands as a new centerpiece for downtown. With
this new venue, the demand for and popularity of downtown events has
accelerated rapidly. Over the summer of 2018, the Downtown Dalton
Summer Music Series hosted over a dozen free Friday night concerts
at Burr Park, drawing 700–800 attendees from across the community
downtown. All across this vibrant and diverse city, Dalton citizens are
once again beginning to see their downtown as the heart of the community. Coupled with this widespread support for downtown, under stable
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Burr Park opened in May 2018 and has already hosted several concerts
and events for the community.

leadership and stable financing, the Downtown Dalton Development Authority (DDDA) has
reemerged as a vital partner to support downtown growth and redevelopment. Throughout
the city’s recovery, the DDDA worked to assist local business and property owners and
attract reinvestment downtown, including dispersing revolving loan funds and façade grants
to businesses that have brought new energy and vitality to downtown.
With the tools available to the DDDA and the community support voiced for downtown
in Believe Greater Dalton’s planning effort, leaders from these two entities came together to
support a renewed effort to envision downtown’s future. The Dalton Renaissance Strategic
Vision and Plan captures positive developments already taking place while setting a community-supported vision for downtown’s future.
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THE

1

To know where you are going, it helps to know
where you have been. Step One of the RSVP
process provides a fundamental understanding of current conditions in Dalton
through the development of a demographic profile, an analysis of market conditions, a comprehensive economic development case study of the incentives and
policies of similarly sized Georgia cities, and extensive public engagement.

2

In the second step of the RSVP process,
Dalton looks to the future to shape the
shared vision for the city that emerged in Step One. Built on the community
desires and strengths discovered in community input sessions, in Step Two
Dalton’s vision is interpreted through illustrations and design recommendations.
Step Two also involves creating both an AutoCad document for planners and
a rendered illustrative masterplan showcasing the ideal vision for downtown.

3

During the final step in the RSVP process,
community leaders come together to
create an implementation plan to move Dalton toward the community’s vision
for the future. By focusing on achievable implementation items that harness
community support, Step Three builds momentum while helping to enact Dalton’s
vision in a step-by-step process.

S tep

RS
VP
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Committee that included community leaders from
the city, Whitfield County, the Greater Dalton
Chamber of Commerce, DDDA, local developers,
businesses, and nonprofit foundations, the Dalton
RSVP builds on a foundation of community ownership. Participation of stakeholders from across civic,
business, and government entities helps ensure that
the whole community is invested in the success of
downtown. Owned by the community, this plan
charts the course for building on downtown’s existing momentum to create the active, vibrant, and
vital downtown desired by local citizens.
The RSVP approach relies on three basic
questions to evaluate current conditions in the
community, address issues to ensure success, and
create a roadmap to enacting Dalton’s vision for
the future: Where are we now? Where are we
going? How do we get there? Answers to these
key questions provided the foundation for the
10-month strategic visioning effort outlined within
this report.

S tep

Building on the tremendous efforts already
taking place to revitalize Downtown Dalton as
the heart of the community, in February 2018,
the leaders of Believe Greater Dalton and the
DDDA met with representatives of the University
of Georgia’s Carl Vinson Institute of Government
to help develop a defining vision for downtown.
With representatives from the private sector and
local nonprofit organizations, community leaders came together to create a guiding document
that charts the course for the continued revitalization of downtown. Informed by the input of
hundreds of citizens from across Dalton’s diverse
and vibrant community, the Dalton Renaissance
Strategic Vision and Plan (RSVP) outlines and
addresses the five top issues the community identified as critical to the success of downtown. As part
of this process, local residents from every walk of
life shared their vision for downtown and outlined
what must take place for the community to realize
its shared potential. Guided by a model Steering

S tep

PROCESS

Where are we now?

Where are we going?

How do we get there?
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The

Dalton

TOP ASSETS

R e n a i s s a n c e S t r at e g i c V i s i o n a n d P l a n

B

eginning in March 2018, faculty and staff at the Carl Vinson Institute
of Government partnered with Believe Greater Dalton and the DDDA
to begin an extensive planning process aimed at creating a community-supported vision for the city’s future. In one-on-one interviews, focus
groups, a public town hall meeting with more than 200 attendees, and
through a bilingual community-wide survey, Dalton residents came out in force to share
what makes their community special. Across the city, residents noted the growing momentum downtown and praised the developments already taking place to make the area a
more vibrant and inviting local destination. Community members see the opening of Burr
Park and the growing number of events there as a tremendous benefit that contributes to
the attraction and vitality of downtown. Many praised the diversity of events that attract
wide segments of Dalton’s diverse community downtown as well as ongoing efforts to
improve the downtown streetscape, attract public art downtown, and restore historic
buildings in the area. With only a smattering of options a few years ago, locals see the
growing diversity and appeal of downtown restaurants as a key indicator of the health of
the area. Many applauded recent developments like Cherokee Brewing + Pizza, Dalton
Brewing Company, Cyra’s, Baja Coop, The Sweet Spot, and more and noted that these
businesses are already regularly drawing a wide cross-section of patrons downtown.
Businesses and restaurants with local owners who residents know and trust help build a
strong sense of community in Dalton. Many noted that local schools, vibrant churches
and houses of worship, friendly neighbors, and a shared sense of identity all contribute
to the local quality of life. Particularly in the business community, residents see Dalton
as a community with “Fortune 500 power and small-town charm”—a global industrial
hub with plentiful growth and employment opportunities that still offers citizens a great
place to raise a family.
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Sense of Community
Shopping and Dining
Local Economy
Layout/Walkable Downtown
Attractive
Growth and Potential
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Groups Represented in
Focus Groups and Interviews
Downtown Property Owners
City of Dalton Leaders and Staff
Whitfield County Leaders and Staff
Historic Preservation Commission
Believe Greater Dalton Housing Committee Members
Arts and Theater Representatives
Dalton High School Students
Downtown Dalton Development Authority Board
Dalton Area Convention and Visitors Bureau
Part of the public input process included hosting a community Town Hall meeting.

Downtown Merchants
Local Bankers
Hamilton Health Care Systems

Who did we
hear from?

Dalton State College Business School Students
Downtown Restaurant Owners
Believe Greater Dalton Downtown Committee Members
Emerging Leaders and Young Professionals of Northwest Georgia
Young Married Couples
Hispanic Community Leaders
Dalton Middle School Students
Greater Dalton Chamber of Commerce
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Building a
Downtown Destination
L i v e , Work, Play, Wo rs h ip, a nd Lea r n

W

hile public input participants introduced a
variety of issues that
require attention for
downtown to live up
to the area’s potential, nearly all locals reported
that they most desire that downtown continue to
grow as a local destination. Across ages, races,
and income, locals want a vibrant downtown that
serves as the center of community life. As a small
town that serves as home to a multibilliondollar
global industry, Dalton punches above the city’s
weight as an industrial powerhouse and regional
hub. Industry and commerce attract visitors and
employees from around the world to stay and
make a home in Dalton. Local citizens want a
downtown that meets or even exceeds the rigorous standard of this community. Locals want a
downtown that offers the dining, entertainment,
recreation, and business variety often seen in
thriving downtowns without having to travel to
Chattanooga or Metro Atlanta. Across the community, locals want a downtown they can be proud
to call home. To attract and meet the demands of
a young, diverse, and highly educated workforce,
Dalton must see creating a thriving downtown as
critical to continued economic development.
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Elements of the vibrant downtown envisioned
by the community include a 24-hour population,
downtown lodging, retailers offering necessities like a pharmacy or grocery store, attractive
pedestrian-friendly streets with sidewalk-level
businesses, well-maintained historic architecture,
connections to parks and outdoor recreation,
and social “third places” like cafés that offer
socialization outside the home or office. In addition, locals want the city’s profile of restaurants,
local businesses, recreation, and entertainment options to continue to grow. As community
leaders work to build a downtown destination,
citizens also want to ensure that a strong sense
of place is preserved and showcased, nourished
by the robust local arts community, houses of
worship, and local schools. Further, the community recognizes the positive influence of Dalton
State College and Northwest Georgia Technical
College in building the regional economy and
elevating the next generation of creative entrepreneurs. Having seen examples like the renaissance
in downtown Columbus after many of Columbus
State University’s arts programs relocated downtown, many in the community know the pivotal
role educated young people can play in building active and creative downtown areas. Local

The historic Wink Theatre in downtown Dalton.

citizens see creating a downtown presence for
these local institutions as an excellent way to
encourage a vibrant destination. Simply put,
locals want a downtown where they can live,
work, play, worship, and learn.
Based on the information compiled throughout Step One of the RSVP process and relying
heavily on a collective community voice gleaned

through interviews, focus groups, a town hall
forum, and a community-wide survey, the Dalton
RSVP Steering Committee developed a list of
the top issues this downtown masterplan must
address in order for the overarching vision of a
revitalized, diverse, and active downtown destination to be realized.
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Top Issues
Connectivity

Business Expansion
+ Entrepreneurship
•Partner with Dalton State College and Northwest Georgia Technical College.
•Support the Dalton Innovation Accelerator and entrepreneurship.

•Expand the Hamilton streetscape throughout the downtown area.

•Develop a creative signage design and fabrication program for small business owners.

Increase sidewalk widths.
Install safe crosswalks with bump-outs at intersections.
Install midblock crosswalks.
Increase the number of street trees.
•Connect downtown with surrounding neighborhoods across Thornton Avenue
and Waugh Street.

Arts + Community Space

•Create trails linking downtown with surrounding neighborhoods and parks.
•Ensure convenient access to on-street parking.

•Increase the amount and types of public art.
•Create innovative signage to promote a sense of place and a destination.
•Attract more activities and entertainment for all ages.

Housing

•Ensure that downtown is child- and family-friendly.
•Promote a positive community brand.

•Incentivize new mixed-use infill development.
•Facilitate the renovation of historic buildings, mills, and warehouses.
•Attract downtown lodging.
• Create best operating practices to support housing and new downtown development.

Key Projects

Develop an incentives package for developers.
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Review and amend applicable ordinances (e.g., zoning, fire, and historic preservation).

•Create a Downtown Quiet Zone.

Create new city staff positions to support redevelopment.

•Oversee renovation of the historic Dalton Depot.
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Connectivity
connectivity

I

n interviews, focus groups, and more, locals reported that once visitors are downtown, most of Dalton’s streets are safe and very walkable. However, community
members recognize that getting downtown poses a major problem for pedestrians. Bordered to the west by five-lane Thornton Avenue, to the north by five-lane
partially elevated Waugh Street, and to the east by the combined CSX and
Norfolk Southern rail lines, downtown can be difficult and dangerous to access on foot
from surrounding neighborhoods. While much of Dalton’s gridded downtown core offers
ample sidewalks and an overall excellent level of pedestrian connectivity, the difficulty
of entering downtown renders much of this ease of travel moot. The barriers of Waugh,
Thornton, and the railroad mean that the vast majority of visitors choose to enter downtown by car, even when the distances from surrounding neighborhoods to downtown
destinations are very short. Communities with great connectivity build ease of travel into
the urban form. Currently, the wide arterial corridors of Thornton Avenue and Waugh
Street prioritize moving vehicles away from downtown as quickly as possible. Four travel
lanes on each propel 10,000–17,000 vehicles around the perimeter of downtown daily,
with little regard for how this traffic inhibits potential visitors from accessing downtown
from surrounding neighborhoods.
Pedestrian-and bike-friendly communities offer ample connections to adjacent neighborhoods with sidewalks, crosswalks, and even multiuse trails to surrounding parks and
scenic areas. Currently, only one marked pedestrian crosswalk exists along Thornton
Avenue from Waugh Street to Emery Street. On the north end of downtown, the only
marked crosswalks on Waugh Street are at the intersection of Thornton Avenue and at
the juncture of Waugh and Selvidge streets. Dalton’s lack of connectivity across these
major corridors must be seen as a barrier to economic growth and activity downtown.
Many public input participants, particularly members of young families in adjacent neighborhoods, noted that the absence of safe pedestrian connectivity across these streets
prevents them from easily visiting downtown shops, restaurants, entertainment options,
and more on foot. With neighborhoods to the north and west of downtown offering some
of the area’s most coveted in-town real estate, connecting these potential consumers
with budding businesses downtown must be prioritized and viewed as a critical driver
of economic development.
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In addition, residents want improved streetscaping extended throughout downtown.
Residents and business owners during Step One of the RSVP process agreed that updated
streetscaping has made walking within downtown attractive and enjoyable and has
bolstered businesses along Hamilton Street. Many applauded ongoing efforts to improve
Dalton’s streets and welcomed extending the streetscaping elements found along Hamilton
to all streets within the downtown core. Wide sidewalks, safe crosswalks, planted bumpouts, and additional streetscaping elements facilitate pedestrian connectivity throughout
downtown and help create the attractive, vibrant, and accessible downtown environment desired by residents and visitors. Residents also reported that downtown and the
whole community would benefit from a multiuse trail connecting downtown with Crown
Mill and beyond to the recently opened Haig Mill Lake Park. Connecting downtown with
Dalton’s historic Crown Mill Village, new developments like the mixed-use Mill at Crown
Garden, and Haig Mill Lake Park beyond could provide a major boost to local quality
of life and help integrate residents from across the community into Downtown Dalton.
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I

nformed by the collective input of hundreds
of Dalton citizens, the following Downtown
Dalton Streetscape Masterplan outlines
steps toward achieving a more connected,
integrated, and accessible downtown
area. Since 2005, Dalton has implemented some
successful streetscapes within its historic core, most
notably on Hamilton Street. The Downtown Dalton
Streetscape Masterplan outlines how and where
future streetscape improvements could be implemented. The proposed plan matches the design
of the completed streetscapes on Hamilton and
King streets, making the new improvements cohesive with the existing streetscape. In addition to the
completed streetscaping along Hamilton and King
streets downtown, Dalton has successfully implemented streetscaping along portions of Crawford,
Gordon, Cuyler, and Pentz streets. Together, these
streets represent the historic center of town and
feature many of downtown’s most prominent businesses. In order for Dalton to accommodate the
continued growth of downtown and realize the
community vision of a vibrant and diverse downtown, the city must plan ahead and work to extend
the city’s original streetscaping plan. With a focus
area within the Downtown Dalton Development
Authority’s boundaries, the Downtown Dalton
Streetscape Masterplan extends improved streetscaping from Waugh to Morris Street, and from
Thornton Avenue to the CSX/Norfolk Southern railroad tracks.

In addition to the downtown core, other key
areas where the next wave of major development will likely take place are also incorporated
into the design, including the “Five Points” intersection of Hamilton Street, Hawthorne Street,
and Chattanooga Avenue, the former Pilgrim’s
Pride/ConAgra Poultry facility on Hamilton Street
between Morris and Emery streets, and the Gordon
Street and Waugh Street/Martin Luther King Jr.
bridges over the railroad. Extending the streetscape
into these adjacent areas that are expected to see
a resurgence in development plans for the eventual incorporation of these areas into the downtown
core.
This plan focuses on two key types of roadways: typical downtown streets and boulevards/
avenues. The recommendations include shrinking oversized road widths, reducing speed limits
around the perimeter of downtown, moving overhead utilities underground, and installing more
pedestrian-friendly infrastructure. Many existing
streets and roadways in Dalton are designed like
highways, with an excess of wide traffic lanes. As
the city’s roads serve both historic neighborhoods
and the downtown district, this masterplan recommends redesigning Dalton’s streets based on their
sensitive context. These changes will make Dalton’s
streets safer and more hospitable. The proposed
improvements will better connect neighborhoods
with parks and schools, and patrons with downtown businesses.

connectivity

“

Dalton’s lack of connectivity
across these major corrid ors
must be seen as a barrier to
economic growth and activity
d owntown.

Streetscape Masterplan
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Creating the M a s t e r p l a n

Downtown Dalton

Masterplan
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CO N N E C T I V I T Y

Da lto n S t r e e t s c a p e

The basemap underlying the Downtown Dalton Streetscape Masterplan was composed
from an accurate geo-located AutoCAD file provided by Dalton Public Works. AutoCAD
is a digital drafting software ubiquitous across the planning, architectural, and engineering professions. The program allows designers to digitally design plans to scale, and when
paired with ArcGIS (a digital mapping software) data, the plans can be geo-located to
existing structures. Together, these platforms allow the creation of extremely precise and
accurate plans that can be quickly converted to construction documents. Construction documents guide contractors through the construction process, ensuring the design is accurately
constructed. Planners at the Carl Vinson Institute of Government further verified underlying
dimensions of the plan with extensive on-site field work. As part of this process, Institute of
Government staff collected measurements from Waugh Street to Morris Street and from
Thornton Avenue to the railroad tracks, verifying the location of building footprints, sidewalk
and road dimensions, parking areas, and other streetscape elements with digital distance
measuring tools, measuring wheels, and comprehensive photographic documentation.
The resulting Downtown Dalton Streetscape Masterplan is a precise plan for future
streetscape additions and improvements. Dalton elected officials and leadership can be
assured that the included design suggestions are not only feasible but implementable.
Further, the process of developing a plan transparently alongside the city ensures that
Dalton has a plan arrived at by consensus, giving the city the streetscape the community
truly desires.
The plan is designed to be given directly to architects, engineers, and contractors,
allowing these professionals to create sound construction documents and implement the
community vision outlined in Step One. Backed by months of public input, analysis, and
design, this plan gives leaders and residents a glimpse of the city’s ideal vision, employing tested design recommendations to ensure a safe, walkable, and cohesive streetscape
for downtown. Implementing the plan will ensure that future generations of Dalton citizens
enjoy a great streetscape, rather than a sufficient one.
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M atch i n g H a m ilton Str e e t’s E l e m ents

T

his plan matches and extends the design and aesthetic style
of the two complete streetscapes along Hamilton and King
streets in Downtown Dalton. The plan builds upon these
successful existing streetscape designs with additional
recommendations for improving pedestrian and vehicular
safety, increasing the number of on-street parking spaces, and creating wider sidewalks as well as proposed locations for hundreds of new
shade-producing street trees.
Public input participants and downtown visitors recognize Hamilton
Street as Dalton’s most successful downtown street. Hamilton Street features
many of the key elements of well-designed streetscapes that lead to
improved visitor experiences and walkability downtown.
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Creating a
Cohesive Downtown:
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Key Streetscape Elements
of Hamilton Street
•Street trees
•Café seating
•Benches
•ADA-accessible curbing at intersections
•Decorative brick pavers
•Public art

•Banners displaying seasonal character

| Und e r g r o und ut i l it y l i ne s
| Z e r o -lot-l ine b uil d ing s
•Buildings that directly front and activate the sidewalk
•Preserved historical architecture and locally owned businesses

Preserved Historic Architecture

Seasonal Character

On-street Angled Parking
Landscaped Median

| O n-st r e e t a ng l e d pa r k ing

Median Trees

Shaded Awnings
Tree Grates

Decorative Benches
Midblo ck Pedestrian
Crossing
Pedestrian Bump-ou ts

Public Art
Zero Lot Line Buildings

Wide Sidewalks

Street Trees

Short Crossing Distance

Lightpost Traffic Signals
& Buried Utilities

connectivity

Lo cally Owned Businesses

•Safer, shorter crossing distances
•More street trees

| D e co r at i v e st r e e t l i g ht po sts a nd
m ast-a r m t r a f f i c s ig na l s

| Wide, accessible sidewalks

Restaurant Outd o or Seating

| Pedestrian bump-outs, medians, & midblo ck crossings

ADA Accessible Crossing Decorative Brick
Sidewalk Treatment

Above a n d r i gh t: The Hamilton Street streetscape includes features that make exploring
downtown on foot safe, attractive, and interesting.
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Effects of Trees on Temperatures
Temperature differences on sidewalks and roadways
between sun and under the shade of a street tree:
Trees reduce air temperature, and their cooling effects increase as the percentage of the tree
canopy increases. According to the USDA Forest Service, “Maximum mid-day air temperature
reductions due to trees are in the range of 0.072°F to 0.36°F per 1% canopy cover increase.” For
an area with a 50% tree canopy cover, temperature reductions range between 3.6°F and 18°F.
Source: Nowak, David J. The Effects of Urban Trees on Air Quality. USDA Forest Service, Syracuse, NY
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By matching elements of the Hamilton Street
and King Street streetscapes, this plan is
designed to make downtown feel cohesive, rather than a collection of separate,
incongruous areas. Cohesion can encourage pedestrians to traverse the less active
areas between shopping destinations and
businesses at either end of downtown. These
“in-between” areas also become more desirable locations for businesses, encouraging
private investment to rehabilitate vacant
storefronts and construct infill development. As noted by Gainesville Community
Development Director Rusty Ligon, “Private
investment follows public investment.” Since
being completed in 2005, the improved
streetscaping along Hamilton has helped
attract significant new investment along
this key downtown street, with lively local

p r ivat e in v est m en t
f o l lows publi c
i nv e st m e nt.

connectivity

Streetscape updates on Hamilton Street included
planting many street trees, which make outdoor
dining and shopping experiences more pleasant.

Rusty Ligon, Gainesville, Georgia
Community Development Director

businesses, upper-story lofts, and more development in the works. Extending the successful
elements of Hamilton Street throughout downtown could help signal to private developers
and entrepreneurs that Dalton is ready to
support the type of vibrant downtown development desired by the community.
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design goals

T

he following sections of the Downtown Dalton Streetscape
Masterplan define overall design goals for downtown by presenting
design decisions separately for boulevards/avenues and for downtown streets. These sections describe specific design decisions and
improvements proposed for each individual street. The Downtown
Dalton Streetscape Masterplan addresses the critical need for improved connectivity noted by public input participants in Step One of the Dalton RSVP process.
With traffic counts reaching a maximum of between 13,000 and 17,000 trips
per day on both Waugh and Thornton, both streets are oversized for current vehicular demand. These two thoroughfares are designed similarly to the North Bypass/
US-76, which supports almost double the amount of daily traffic at 32,000 trips
a day, and GA-52, which supports more than 29,000 trips a day. Waugh Street
and Thornton Avenue are not designated federal or state highways. These corridors are city streets that should reflect the sensitive surroundings and uses through
which they traverse: dense residential districts, churches, schools, and small businesses in historic settings.

Above: North Bypass/US-76 is a federal highway that bypasses Dalton. Currently, Waugh Street and
Thornton Avenue are designed to look and function like highways rather than as downtown city streets.

connectivity

Streetscape

Above: Waugh Street is also an oversized five-lane road in the downtown district with a center turn
lane down its entire length.
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Above: Thornton Avenue is an oversized five-lane road in the downtown district with a

center turn lane down its entire length.

d r i v er s p eed/ p ed est r i a n i mpac t fatal it y rat e

O

verall, Dalton’s streets are oversized. Reducing drive lanes to
10’–11’ in downtown areas and no more than 11’ elsewhere
reclaims valuable real estate for wider sidewalks, bike paths, and
street trees, while making crossing the street safer. Increasing the
width of sidewalks allows for multiuse paths that walkers, joggers,
and bicyclists can all use simultaneously. Wider sidewalks also provide valuable
space for more street trees and greenspace, which beautify downtown, signal arrival
to the area, and slow vehicular traffic.
Further, more thoughtful design along the key thoroughfares of Waugh and
Thornton better connects parks, schools, and neighborhoods across the Greater
Dalton region. Improved streetscape design on downtown streets better connects
downtown businesses and amenities such as Burr Park, Dalton Green Park, and the
fountain on Cuyler Street. Improved streetscaping on the Gordon Street Bridge and
the Waugh Street/Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard Bridge better connects downtown
across the heavily trafficked railroads, increasing downtown’s accessibility and uniting the communities on either side of the tracks. Overall, an effective streetscape plan
lays out a welcome mat for residents and visitors alike, making downtown easier to
access, navigate, park in, and explore. All of these factors make for a better, more
pleasing experience when visiting downtown.
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rom the public safety perspective, the most
important factor in improving connectivity
downtown is reducing the 40 miles per hour
(mph) traffic speeds around its perimeter. Decreasing
the speed limit to 25 mph downtown, with 20 mph
school zones, will make traversing downtown safer
for pedestrians and bicyclists. To ensure safe pedestrian travel, crosswalks should be painted at every
intersection, connecting corners. Further, Dalton
officials should implement “push to cross” infrastructure, including flashing pedestrian crossing signage,
along Waugh Street and Thornton Avenue to prioritize pedestrians crossing these corridors.
“Push to Cross” flashing pedestrian beacon sign

Above: This graphic illustrates the relationship between driver speed and the pedestrian impact fatality rate. As vehicle speeds rise from 20 mph to 40 mph, the likelihood
of pedestrian fatality in the event of a collision rises from 5% to 85%.
Source: Literature Review on Vehicle Travel Speeds and Pedestrian Injuries US Department of Transportation, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. DOT HS 809 021. October 1999 .
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• S pe ed li mi ts no greater th an 25 m ph
• 10 ’ –11’ dri v e la nes
• 18 ’ on-st reet a ngled parkin g wh e re ver feas ib l e
• 9 ’ o n -st reet pa ra llel parkin g s pace s wh ere 18’ an gl ed
pa r ki ng i s not f easi ble
• W i d e 15 ’ si dewa lks
• Br i c k ed crosswa lks
• R e g ula r st reet t rees pl an te d e very 20 ’–30 ’ on cen te r
• C e nt ra l p la nt ed med ian s wh e re fe as ib l e
• U nnecessa ry st ri p ed as ph alt areas re pl aced with planted
bu m p-ou ts, medi a ns, or oth e r pedestrian -ce n tric am enities
• Two-way dri v eways an d curb -cuts reduced to 22’; on e-way
c u r b cuts redu ced to 11’
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O

ne need not be an expert to recognize that downtowns feel and function differently from other areas. Traditional downtown areas feature
dense collections of buildings that directly front public sidewalks
and streets. These buildings, built by different owners at different
times, house a variety of retail shops, restaurants, offices, churches,
upper-story residences, and services. Streets in downtown areas are often arranged
in a grid, with spaces sometimes carved out for community uses like parks or squares.
Downtowns are walkable, inviting places that encourage visitors to leave their cars
and enjoy a night on the town. Downtown areas have always been the centers of
culture, entertainment, and innovation. Dalton’s downtown streets are critical components that help make this area feel (and function) like a downtown.

connectivity

Downtown
Streets
a
i
r
e
t
i
r
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n
g
vo erall desi

In Dalton, the community
asked for downtown to feel like
their own outdoor living room:
a space for families to come and spend the whole day. To effectively achieve this
community desire, downtown streets must be safe, comfortable, shaded, walkable,
and family-friendly.
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as s e t as m u c h as a f u n c t i o n a l
e l e m e n t. W e l l- d e s i g n e d st r e e ts
Dalton citizens want downtown to
g e n e r at e h i g h e r r e v e n u e s f o r
be a beautiful place to visit and spend
b u s i n e s s e s a n d h i g h e r va lu e s
time. The existing design of the streetf or h om e ow n e r s.
scape along Hamilton Street builds in
enough flexibility for the thoroughfare
Urban Street Design Guide, National
Association of City Transportation Officials
to incorporate outdoor dining, café
seating, and other elements that make
walking downtown a more interesting
and sociable experience. Wide sidewalks and handsome streetscaping transform sidewalks into a series of outdoor living spaces where families can gather, meet neighbors
and friends, and support local businesses. Whether one is strolling through Burr Park,
visiting local shops, or enjoying a meal at one of Dalton’s many downtown restaurants,
well-appointed sidewalks and pedestrian-centered design help make all community
members feel safe and welcome downtown.
The proposed Downtown Dalton Streetscape Masterplan prioritizes pedestrian safety
and comfort while recognizing and accommodating the fact that most downtown visitors arrive by car. To make visiting downtown as effortless as possible, the Downtown
Dalton Streetscape Masterplan preserves vehicular access on all streets and proposes
convenient and accessible on-street parking on all downtown streets. By more efficiently
utilizing the public rights-of-way for both pedestrians and motorists, the plan incorporates hundreds of additional on-street parking spaces downtown. While these and
other elements preserve or expand downtown accessibility, the narrowed traffic lanes
proposed signal drivers to slow down in the center of town. The narrowed drive lanes
and other traffic-calming measures included in the plan allow bicyclists to more safely
travel into the heart of downtown. These improvements also minimize distances where
pedestrians must intersect with vehicles, creating safer streets for all users.
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Morris Street

V

isitors to Morris Street from downtown notice the change from a
more traditional downtown layout to a less dense, more transitional
suburban corridor. The Downtown Dalton Streetscape Masterplan
adapts to reflect this change in use. In the proposed plan on the
following page, the east end of Morris Street between Hamilton
Street and the railroad tracks features a downtown streetscape style, with angled
on-street parking on one side and parallel on-street parking on the other, wide sidewalks, bump-outs, and street trees. The west end of Morris Street, as it intersects with
Thornton Avenue, features two travel lanes, a central planted median, and parallel
parking on both sides. This transition in streetscape style also helps demarcate where
the central business district of downtown begins, while also bridging between these
areas and more residential uses.

connectivity

st r e e ts a r e a n e con om i c

d ow n tow n s t r e e t s

Existing Conditions

C i t i e s h av e r e a l i z e d t h at

• Pa rtia lly up dated streetsca p e
• Excessive asp ha lt a nd drive-la ne w idths
• Unnecessa ry lef t a nd right turn l an e s
• Severa l pa inted, rather tha n built, b u mp- ou ts
• Excessive curb-cuts
• Overa ll lack of street trees
• Confusing four-la ne roa d layou t
• La nes terminate or become turn- on ly l an e s
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Morris Street at Hamilton Street

Morris Street at Thornton Avenue

e x i s t i n g : Currently the intersection of Morris and Hamilton Streets is
oversized and has unnecessary turn lanes.
The on-street parking on Morris Street
ends between Hamilton and the railroad
tracks, leaving some downtown businesses
underserved. The downtown atmosphere
of adjacent Hamilton Street is lost with the
presence of overhead power lines, a lack
of street trees, and undersized pedestrian
infrastructure.

TRANSITION FROM DOWNTOWN
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT TO
RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS

IMPROVED CROSSWALKS
AND BUMP-OUTS WITH
PEDESTRIAN REFUGES
8’
7’
9’
11’
11’
11’
9’
8’

RIGHT TURN
ONLY LANE

is a transition street from a suburban commercial area to Dalton’s
historic downtown. It is currently
an oversized four-lane road with
minimal traffic.

connectivity

8’ 9’ 11’ 11’11’ 9’10’

e x i s t i n g : Morris Street

IMPROVED STREETSCAPE
AND ON-STREET PARKING
ENCOURAGE NEW
DEVELOPMENT

15’
18’
11’
11’
9’
10’

EXCESSIVE ASPHALT
REPLACED WITH
PLANTED BUMP-OUTS

EXCESSIVE TURN
LANES REPLACED WITH
ON-STREET PARKING

TRANSITION FROM
4-LANE TO 2-LANE
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p r o po s e d: Morris Street could be better served as a two-lane road with a median

p r o po s e d : The continuation of streetscape elements from Hamilton Street onto Morris

and center turn lane as well as parallel parking on both sides of the street. The median and
planted bump-outs serve as traffic calming devices that help to create a safer pedestrian
environment and beautify the transition to downtown.

Street extends the downtown atmosphere to include more existing businesses. Pedestrian bumpouts, angled parking, street trees, and the burying or moving of power lines all contribute to
the continuity of the downtown experience.
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South Hamilton Near the Former
ConAgra/Pilgrim’s Pride Poultry Facility

S
Existing Conditions

outh Hamilton between Morris and Emery streets features an incongruous mix of uses including heavy industrial, zero-lot-line commercial
buildings, restaurants, auto repair shops, the former ConAgra/Pilgrim’s
Pride Poultry facility, Dalton–Whitfield Day Care Center, and the historic
Emery Center. The oversized road width and undersized sidewalks
could be improved with a more efficient streetscape design. The streetscape plan envisions sidewalks widened to 10’, parallel parking on both sides of Hamilton, and two
11’ drive lanes. The plan also features midblock crossings, street trees in tree grates,
and bump-outs, while extending a cohesive look across Hamilton Street downtown.

existing
9’

9’

22’

9’
10’

IMPROVED STREETSCAPE
AND ON-STREET PARKING
MAY ENCOURAGE NEW
DEVELOPMENT

connectivity

South Hamilton Near the Former
ConAgra/Pilgrim’s Pride Poultry Facility

• E xc e ssi v e asph alt an d d ri ve- lane wi dt h s
• U n n e c e ssa ry cent ral t urn lan es
• Pa r a l l e l pa r k i n g o n certai n st reet s egm en ts
• Se v e r a l pa i n t ed, rat h er t h an b ui lt, b um p- o uts

MIDBLOCK
CROSSINGS

• E xc e ssi v e c u rb - cuts
• Ov e r a l l l ac k o f st reet t rees

p r o po s e d
52
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existing

d ow n tow n s t r e e t s

T

ogether with Crawford Street, Cuyler Street connects through downtown and across Thornton Avenue into surrounding residential
neighborhoods. This valuable connection makes Cuyler an important
gateway to Downtown Dalton. With the historic Oakwood Café and
established Raspberry Row, a new business like Cherokee Brewing,
and a boutique hotel underway, Cuyler Street is already a popular destination for
visitors to Downtown Dalton. This up-and-coming street would benefit tremendously
from a new and unified streetscape. While confined to tighter dimensions along this
corridor, the plan features 10’ sidewalks where feasible, 10’–11’ drive lanes, angled
on-street parking, and bump-outs throughout all in-town blocks.

p r o po s e d: Cuyler Street is the historic gateway entry to Downtown Dalton. Its gateway
status could be restored with a streetscape overhaul. The street itself is a bit too tight to get 15’
sidewalks, but there is plenty of room for 10’-11’ drive lanes and angled parking on both sides.

connectivity

Cuyler Street

8’ 18’ 11’ 11’ 18’ 12’

Existing Conditions
• E xc e ssi v e asp h alt
• Ov e r a l l l ac k o f st reet t rees

12’
22’

18’
11’
11’

• E xc e ssi v e c u r b - cuts
• M ost ly a n g l e d parki n g, b ut parallel parki n g
on c e rta i n port i o ns

6.5’

22’

18’

11’

10’

• Se v e r a l pa i n t e d, rat h er t h an b ui lt, b um p- o uts
10’ 18’ 11’ 11’ 18’ 6’
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Cuyler Street + Thornton Avenue

Five lanes of traffic on Thornton
Avenue divide residents of
surrounding neighborhoods
from downtown businesses
along Cuyler Street. The lack of
sidewalks, crosswalks, and street
trees makes crossing Thornton
Avenue dangerous and unattractive for pedestrians.

connectivity

e x i s t i n g ( a b ov e ) :

proposed: With extended streetscaping, crosswalks, and new street trees, adjacent neighborhoods are safely and attractively connected to exciting new businesses along Cuyler Street. Laurel
or Shumard oaks, or other varieties of large street trees will create an impressive shade canopy in
time without blocking street-level signage, unlike the trident maples and other street trees currently
in place in some parts of downtown.
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Cuyler Street Midblock

existing (right):

connectivity

The lack of shade, the excessive paving,
and the absence of a unified streetscape
along Cuyler Street make exploring the
area on foot an unwelcome experience.

ts of
benefistreet
trees
Speed | Trees can help calm traffic (average 3 mph slower).
Temperature | The average temperature in the shade drops 3.5°–18° F
compared to full sun. This change is good for people, good for businesses, and
lowers heating and cooling bills.

Aesthetics | Well-kempt street trees are pleasing to the eye.

p r o po s e d : Extending streetscape improvements along Cuyler Street would better connect
existing and future businesses to surrounding neighborhoods while beautifying and enhancing this
area of downtown. The ample width of Cuyler Street allows for the addition of planted bump-outs,
angled on-street parking, and more accommodating sidewalks.

Walkability | A more pleasant look and lower temperatures make walking
an attractive option.

Parking | Visitors are more likely to consider parking further away when the
walk is pleasant to and from the car and businesses. Trees also keep parked vehicles cool in the Georgia sun.
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Cuyler Street + Pentz Street
p r o po s e d : Extending streetscaping improvements like wide sidewalks, on-street

existing: Popular businesses
like the Oakwood Café attract
consistent activity to Cuyler Street.
The lack of shade and streetscaping along this street discourages
patrons from arriving at their destinations on foot.
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parking, and planted bump-outs to Cuyler Street could better accommodate existing and
future commercial activity while enhancing the appearance of this corridor.
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connectivity

Cuyler Street + Hamilton Street

e x i st i n g :
Unutilized painted areas on streets
like the one shown here waste public
space that could be devoted to street
trees, sidewalks, or other features.
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p r o po s e d: When street trees, pedestrian crossings, and other streetscaping improvements are incorporated into public rights-of-way, streets work better for all users. Extending
streetscaping along Cuyler Street unifies this downtown corridor and better connects Cuyler
with surrounding neighborhoods.
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existing

Existing
Conditions
d ow n tow n s t r e e t s

• Narrow 5’ sidewalks

Gordon Street

• South sidewalk
obstructed by a large pipe
• Excessive turn lanes

Gordon Street Bridge

C

urrently, Gordon Street bridges
over the railroad tracks in the
middle of town, connecting
Hamilton Street downtown with Glenwood
Avenue and making this span a key component of downtown pedestrian and vehicular
connectivity. In the proposed Streetscape
Masterplan, simply reducing drive lanes

to 10.5’ frees up 3’ of additional sidewalk width, making the sidewalk over the
railroad tracks much more hospitable to
pedestrians. Removing excessive turn lanes
creates public space at the corner of Burr
Park that could support café tables or other
park amenities.

connectivity

G

ordon Street is one of only two roads in the downtown district
that bridges the railroad tracks. Gordon Street features a
well-designed, mostly complete streetscape between Pentz
Street and Hamilton Street. However, this block could still
benefit from a midblock crosswalk and the installation of
planted brick bump-outs. West of Pentz Street, Crawford Street features a
hodge-podge of legacy streetscaping. Wider sidewalks with matching angled
on-street parking and bump-outs would unify all of Gordon Street with the
remainder of downtown.

Existing Conditions
• On e b lo c k of f ini s h ed st reets cape
EXPANDED
SIDEWALK

• E xc e ssi v e asp h a lt an d d ri ve- lane wi dt h s
• Ov e r a l l l ac k o f st reet t rees
• E xc e ssi v e c ur b -cuts
• L ac k of con t i nuo us s i d ewalks

33’
10.5’
10.5’
9’
10’

8’
10.5’
10.5’
5’

EXPANDED BUMP-OUT/
PARK ENTRY

p r o po s e d
64
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Existing: With only about

connectivity

1,000 car trips a day, multiple turn
lanes off the Gordon Street Bridge
are unnecessary.

p r o po s e d: Repurposing excessive turn lanes to incorporate wider sidewalks and
street trees creates a pedestrian-friendly entrance to Burr Park while better connecting the
park to adjacent neighborhoods.
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Loadin g zo n e
lo cat io n s
• Pentz Street parallel parking spaces
along BB&T and the Whitfield County
Parking Deck

Pentz Street

• Pentz Street parallel parking spaces
along the Rock Bridge service entrance,
near the downtown Chevron automotive
service center
• Morris Street parallel parking spaces
between Pentz and Hamilton streets and
Hamilton and the railroad tracks

Existing Conditions
• Partially completed streetscape
• Unnecessary central turn lanes
• Overall lack of street trees
• Mostly angled parking, but parallel
parking on certain portions
• Several painted, rather than built, bump-outs
• Excessive curb-cuts
• oversized street width and inefficient LAYOUT
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H

amilton’s sister street, Pentz Street, is the only other lightly trafficked
north-south street in Downtown Dalton. Pentz Street dead-ends at
both Waugh Street and Emery Street, making it a quiet, enclosed
street. However, with the roadway painted with a continuous left
turn lane throughout, much of this street is underutilized and inefficiently designed. Simply repainting the roadway would allow room for a combination
of parallel parking and angled parking on either side of the street, providing more
on-street parking and more efficiently using this public right-of-way.
Pentz Street is an important downtown connector street that bisects all major downtown east-west streets. In addition, Pentz Street’s location a block west of Hamilton
makes it a prime delivery thoroughfare, with loading zones designated in parallel
parking areas during select off-hours. Designating select parallel parking areas as
loading zones facilitates easy coming and going for delivery trucks while preserving
more desirable angled parking spaces for patrons.

connectivity

d ow n tow n s t r e e t s
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d ow n tow n s t r e e t s

Crawford Street

S

E x i st i ng

Existing Conditions
• O n ly o n e b lo ck o f f in is h ed st reets ca pe
• Exces s ive d rive-la n e w idt h s
• U n n eces sa ry lef t a n d rig h t t u rn la n es
• Exces s ive as ph a lt

STREETSCAPES NOW MATCH

• Overa ll lack o f st reet t rees

connectivity

tretching from Burr Park through downtown and into surrounding residential areas, Crawford Street ranks among downtown’s most important streets.
Currently edged by large parking lots between Pentz and Thornton, portions
of Crawford Street lack activity. Over time, surface parking lots along Crawford Street
could be prime locations for infill development. In addition to connecting downtown to
surrounding neighborhoods, this potential for redevelopment makes Crawford Street a
key resource for future economic activity. Preparing the streetscape now for the needs
of future development would encourage reinvestment and welcome interested developers with sites that are primed and ready. Investing in streetscaping now would also help
shape future development, encouraging development patterns that match the historic
downtown commercial buildings found on Hamilton Street.

• S evera l pa in t ed, rat h er t h a n b u ilt, b u mp-o u ts
• Ex ist in g t rid en t ma ple st reet t rees o b st ru ct s i gn age a n d

ROAD WIDTH
LARGE ENOUGH FOR
MORE PARKING

PLANT TREES
IN PAINTED AREAS

10’
10’
10’

d o n ot o f f er s u b sta n t ia l s h a d e ca n o py
16’ 9’ 22’ 18’ 16’

15’
18’
11’
7.5’
11’
18’
15’

10’ 18’ 22’ 8’ 20’

pro pos ed
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• W id est a n d mo st overs ized st reet in D ow n tow n Da lto n

Removing excessive turn lanes and shrinking drive lane widths to 10’–11’ along
Crawford would allow for more on-street parking, wider sidewalks up to 15’, and a
central planted median. In the Dalton Streetscape Masterplan, center turn lanes are
maintained only near intersections where the central planted median ends. This layout
would match the design of King Street between Selvidge and Pentz, unifying Crawford
Street with the remainder of the streetscape downtown. If necessary over time, Crawford
Street between Pentz and Hamilton could also be altered to have wider sidewalks and
a continued planted center median.
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Crawford Street + Thornton Avenue
existing: Although recently
lanes, wide crossing distances, and
lack of shade along Crawford Street
near the intersection with Thornton
Avenue make traversing this area on
foot an unwelcome experience.

updated, Crawford Street could still
benefit from additional streetscape
improvements and shade trees. Key
vacant properties on the left and
right could be prioritized to attract
more activity downtown.

p r o po s e d: Extending landscaped medians to this section of Crawford Street could
improve the appearance and pedestrian experience along this important downtown street. It
could also encourage mixed-use infill development.

connectivity

existing: The excessive turn

pr opose d: Reducing unnecessary turn lanes, pavement widths, and excessive travel
lanes along Crawford Street allows for major streetscaping improvements, including planted
pedestrian bump-outs, a landscaped median, widened sidewalks, on-street parking, and
more. Defined pedestrian crosswalks shown here improve connectivity between downtown
and surrounding neighborhoods.
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proposed: Bump-outs create added greenspace for beautification and traffic calming. The

d ow n tow n s t r e e t s

Selvidge Street

bump-outs shown here shield pedestrians from traffic in the crosswalk, and street trees provide shade.
Expanded sidewalks and shortened crossing distances make this intersection more pedestrian-friendly.

O

connectivity

ne of the few streets that breaks the downtown grid
pattern, Selvidge Street angles diagonally from Waugh
Street, dead-ending at the disused fountain on Cuyler
Street. Without much street-level activity, Selvidge Street
mainly serves visitors and office workers parking and
walking to a destination. The inefficient layout of central turn lanes and
parallel parking along Selvidge Street minimizes the on-street parking
potential of this corridor. This street could be better designed to accommodate more parking, street trees, bump-outs, and other features. Sidewalks
along Selvidge Street could be enlarged, and crosswalks could become
shorter and safer.

Existing Conditions
• U n n e c e ssa ry c e n t r a l t urn lan es
• An g l e d pa r k i n g wi t h parallel parki n g
o n c e rta i n st r e e t se g m en ts
• Ov e ra l l l ac k of st r e et t rees
• Exc e ssi v e asp h a lt a n d d ri ve lanes
• U n saf e i n t e r se c t i on s f o r ped est ri ans
• S o me b u m p- ou ts t h at d o n ot f ully
ex ten d to p r ot e c t pa rked cars and
s ho rt e n c r ossi n g d i stances
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Existing: Selvidge Street terminates at the parking lot of the Whitfield
County Administration Building at the corner of Selvidge and Crawford streets.
Wide expanses of asphalt paving, long crossing distances, a lack of shade,
and a confusing layout make this intersection unwelcoming to pedestrians.
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Selvidge Street at
Dalton Green Park
Existing: Currently, excess pavement

proposed: This tree bump-out reduces the excessive impervious area. The landscaped
bump-out and additional trees in the beauty strip provide shade for the sidewalk and parking area.

connectivity

exists between angled street parking and
the parking lot entrance/exit shown here
near Dalton Green Park. The lack of shade
makes for an unpleasant pedestrian experience along this corridor.

Existing: Currently, unused

proposed: Newly installed bump-outs take advantage of the existing right-of-way to incorporate street trees and reduce crossing distances.
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excess pavement between street
parking and the BB&T parking lot
could be better utilized. This area of
the sidewalk also lacks shade.
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Selvidge Street at Waugh Street

connectivity

Existing:
There is currently unused excess
pavement between parking
spaces and the intersection.
A wide turning radius creates
a long crossing distance for
pedestrians, with no shade for
those waiting to cross the street.

proposed: Bump-outs along this section of Selvidge Street reduce pedestrian crossing distances. Street trees create shade at the intersection.
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d ow n tow n s t r e e t s

King Street
15’
18’
11’
9.5’
11’
18’
17.6’

EXPANDED PEDESTRIAN
BUMP-OUT
EXPANDED ANGLED PARKING ADDS CAPACITY

Existing

Existing Conditions
• M ost ly com p l e ted st reets cape
• M i ssi n g m a n y st reet t rees
• U n f i n i sh e d m i d b lo ck cro s swalk

connectivity

EXPANDED PEDESTRIAN
BUMP-OUT

K

ing Street features one of the most complete streetscapes in downtown. Additional improvements such as installing bump-outs in
painted areas, planting street trees in the median, and finishing the
midblock crossing could transform this corridor and attract more
business activity. In addition to these finishing touches, completing
the streetscape in front of the Whitfield County parking deck would take only minimal
additional investment. Altering the layout of King Street between Pentz and Hamilton
could be a longer term goal, but doing so would allow for a planted center median
and wider sidewalks.

• Se v e r a l pa i n t e d, rat h er t h an b ui lt, b um p- o uts
• 1 1 ’ si d e wa l ks could b e enlarged wi t h a m o re
t r a d i t i on a l st r eet layo ut
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e x ist i n g :

connectivity

The median along King Street lacks
trees, landscaping, and shade.

proposed: Adding street trees to the existing medians on King Street provides much needed
shade and enhances the appearance of this street.

existing: While existing medians along this
corridor decrease crossing distances and improve
the appearance of King Street, they could be
further improved with the addition of street trees.

proposed: Laurel or Shumard oaks planted along King Street’s existing medians would in time
create an attractive and welcoming shade canopy over this key downtown street.
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Five Points

T

WIDE TRUCKING
TURN RADIUS
MAINTAINED

Existing

Existing Conditions
• Con fu s i n g layo u t w i t h bot h a n on t r a d i t i on a l f i v epoi n t i n ter s ecti o n a n d t wo se ts of ra i l r oa d t rac ks

11’
11’
8’

INCREASED
PATIO SPACE
& TRAILHEAD
11’
11’

INCREASED PATIO
SPACE AROUND
5 POINTS SIGN

• Exces s i ve as ph alt a n d d r i v e- l a n e w i dt hs
• Unn ece s sary cen tr a l t u r n l a n e s

8’

connectivity

d ow n tow n s t r e e t s

he Five Points intersection is a key gateway into Downtown Dalton’s
main business street corridor, Hamilton Street. Five Points, however, is
markedly less cared for than other areas of town. Currently, the roadway is oversized and features excessive turning radii that eat into the
entryways of private businesses. Five Points connects downtown to The
Mill and Crown Mill Lofts and eventually to the newly opened Haig Mill Lake Park
along Chattanooga Avenue, making this a potential trailhead to access the planned
trail connecting these scenic areas with downtown.
Matching the rest of Hamilton’s streetscape, the Downtown Dalton Streetscape
Masterplan proposes improving Five Points with wide sidewalks, angled on-street
parking, and 11’ drive lanes. The on-street parking and sidewalks would help support
the private businesses in this tough geographic location, while bringing greater safety
to an area sandwiched between railroad tracks. A wide turn radius would be maintained on Chattanooga Avenue, allowing for easy truck access. A large portion of
unnecessary asphalt would be reclaimed for outdoor patio space as well as providing a larger area to showcase the Five Points stone monument sign.

18’
11’
11’
8’

MORE ON-STREET
PARKING ENCOURAGES
BUSINESS

15’ 18’ 11’ 11’ 18’ 12’

• Exces s i ve cu r b - cu ts
• No avai l ab le o n - str e e t pa r k i n g
• Ov er a ll l ack o f str e e t t r e e s

proposed
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A

lleyways are an important part of the daily functions of many
downtown businesses. These important service routes provide
designated back-of-house areas for deliveries and loading zones,
waste receptacles and grease traps, and public rights-of-way
for utilities. Alleys improve overall connectivity downtown, linking businesses with rear employee and patron parking lots, and provide short-cuts
between destinations. Alleys also have the potential to serve as patio and outdoor
dining spaces, expanding the number of patrons a downtown business can serve
during peak hours. On a beautiful day, patio seating is attractive to patrons, and
businesses with outdoor seating options are in high demand. With real monetary
benefit for business owners and improved connectivity for downtown visitors, properly designed alleyways must be fully considered within a streetscape masterplan.
Currently, several businesses are seeing the benefits of alleyway use. The alleyway adjacent to Dalton Little Theater connects a back parking lot with the theater’s
front entrance. Perfect Cup Restaurant and Coffee Shop utilizes an alleyway for large
outdoor patio spaces. Though not true alleyways, both Crescent City Tavern and
Cherokee Brewing integrate adjacent semi-outdoor spaces into patios.
Alleyways are key multifunctional spaces for both business owners and patrons,
making their appearance that much more important. These areas must be flexible
enough to allow vehicular access when needed, while also being safe for pedestrian use. Additionally, Dalton’s alleyways should be well-maintained enough for
outdoor dining opportunities. With centralized service areas, enclosures that unify and
improve the appearance of waste receptacles and grease pit areas, and enhanced
rear façades of downtown buildings, these spaces could be used to better serve
patrons and the public.
As a critical network of service connections, alleyways must also be preserved
and maintained when new development comes to Dalton. The desire to maximize
square footage of any given development must be met with the realities of providing essential back-of-house services, overall downtown connectivity, and the real
monetary value in this built in network of existing service corridors.
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existing:
Alleyways are often used to house utilities, waste receptacles, parking lots,
and to receive deliveries. Their functionality is of prime importance to adjacent
businesses. However, they can be both
functionally and aesthetically improved
with a variety of design solutions.

connectivity

a l l e y ways

proposed : From burying utility lines and repaving the asphalt, to laying pedestrian paths
and housing waste receptacles in aesthetically pleasing shells, alleyways can become beautiful
assets to downtown businesses and patrons alike.
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connectivity

Dalton Brewing
Company Alley
existing: The alley adjacent to Dalton
Brewing Company provides a valuable
service connection to this exciting new business. Programming this alley during events
could allow Dalton Brewing to offer an
outdoor area for patrons.

proposed : Installing a simple fold-down bar, string lighting, and unified paving as
well as working with local artists to create attractive murals and signage could transform
this section of the alley for visitors.
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b o u l e va r d s
+ av e n u e s
• S p eed l i m i ts r e duc e d to 2 5 m ph i n d own town area*
T hor nton Ave nue r e du ced to 25 mph f rom Hawt horne St re et
to E m e ry Str e e t

B

what is a boulevard?

connectivity

a
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oulevards are traditionally treelined thoroughfares, often featuring
a central tree-planted median.
The central median is designed both as a
safety feature, separating oncoming traffic and safeguarding pedestrian crossings,
and an aesthetic feature, making roadways
more beautiful and hospitable to multiuse
transportation, namely biking, walking, and
jogging.
Many cities use a network of boulevards to link public parks and important
civic buildings. In some cities, trucks are
restricted from using boulevards.

Waug h Str e e t r e duc ed to 25 mph f rom Jones St reet to
S p e nc e r Str e e t

• Fi v e-l a n e r oa dways r ed uced to t h ree- lan e roadways
• Fo u r t r av e l l a n e s r e d uced to t wo
• L an e wi dt h r e d uc e d to 1 1 ’ t ravel lan es
• O n -st r e e t pa r a l l e l parki n g o n bot h s i d es o f st reet
• C e n tr a l p l a n t e d m e di ans wi t h t urn lanes m ai ntai ned

what is an

at i n t e r se c t i on s
• 1 5’ mu lt i u se si d e wa l ks wh erever f eas i b le o n at least

avenue?

o n e si de of t h e st r e e t
• S id e wa l ks a lon g both s i d es o f t h e st reet t h ro ugh o u t
the cor r i d or
• Bu mp- ou ts, st r e e t t r e es, and b ri cked cro s swalks i n t he
d ow n town a r e a
* S pe e d l i m its r e duc e d to 20 mph in scho ol zones
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I

n gridded cities, avenues are traditionally characterized as north-south thoroughfares lined
with trees on both sides, though they can also feature tree-planted medians. The tree-lined
edge is designed to enhance the approach to a destination.
Avenues are distinctly different from arterial roads in that they must serve neighborhoods,
schools, and businesses rather than bypassing industrial, farmland, or undeveloped areas. They
must not only accommodate but encourage pedestrian use, such as biking, jogging, and walking.
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b o u l e va r d s a n d av e n u e s
12’ 9’ 11’ 10’ 11’ 9’ 15’

Thornton Avenue
existing
10’
9’
11’
11’
11’
18’
8’
12’ 9’ 11’ 10’ 11’ 11’ 15’

connectivity

O

ne of Dalton’s original downtown streets, Thornton Avenue
expanded over time into a
five-lane road with a central
turn lane throughout downtown. Outside of the downtown area, Thornton
Avenue narrows to a three- or two-lane road,
changes that indicate Thornton is oversized
based on vehicular demand. Thornton Avenue
forms the western border of the downtown area
and the eastern edge of the historic Murray Hill
residential neighborhood, passing City Park
School and several churches. Thornton’s five
lanes of asphalt, lack of crosswalks and other
pedestrian safety devices, and 35 mph speed
limit divide downtown from the local patrons who
live closest to downtown businesses.

Thornton avenue, proposed:

Existing Conditions
• five lan e s wi th co n s i st e n t c e n t e r t u r n l a n e e v e n i n a r e as
witho u t d r i ve ways o r i n t e r se c t i on s
• Exc ess i ve tota l n u mb e r of c u rb- c u ts a n d c u rb- c u t w i dt h s
• Exc ess i ve tu r n lan e s o n si d e st re e ts
• Lac k o f str e et tr e es i n p u bl i c r i g hts- of -way
• C urren t s peed li mi t 35 m p h
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Five-lane road reduced to three lanes
Speed limit reduced to 25 mph from Waugh Street to Emery Street
Central tree-planted median with turn lanes at intersections
On-street parallel parking on either side
On-street parking on side streets with central tree-planted medians
Excessive road widths removed, lanes reduced to 11’
Wider sidewalks with bump-outs and crosswalks at corners with midblock crossings
Tree-pit planted areas along sidewalk
Large green areas/tree-pits near corners for larger canopy trees
Unnecessary truck traffic redirected toward the periphery of the city, onto the bypasses
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Thornton Avenue + Morris Street

Existing: Forming the west-

connectivity

ern boundary of Downtown Dalton,
Thornton Avenue divides downtown
from surrounding neighborhoods
with four lanes of traffic and an uninterrupted center turn lane. Limited
crossings along Thornton and high
travel speeds make crossing this key
corridor unsafe.

proposed: In addition to replicating and extending streetscaping elements found elsewhere
downtown, replacing portions of the paved continuous turn lane with a planted center median would
welcome visitors downtown and provide a safe refuge for pedestrians crossing the street.
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connectivity

Thornton Avenue + Crawford Street

Existing: Approaching the intersection of
Crawford Street, Thornton Avenue’s four lanes of
traffic, continuous paved turn lane, and lack of
defined pedestrian crossings cut off residential
neighborhoods from downtown.

proposed: This rendering shows the same intersection with the addition of streetscape
improvements including wide sidewalks with street trees, pedestrian bump-outs, mast-arm sign
posts, a defined brick pedestrian crossing, and a landscaped center median.
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b o u l e va r d s a n d av e n u e s

Waugh Street
existing

98

connectivity

O

riginally envisioned as a heavily trafficked thoroughfare
connecting downtown to I-75, Waugh Street was built as
a five-lane road, featuring a central turn lane down the
entire length of the corridor. Waugh Street winds through
residential neighborhoods and around Dalton High
School before ultimately dead-ending at Shugart Road on the west side of
the city. With the plans to connect Waugh to I-75 dropped, the corridor is
now vastly oversized for current and potential demand, placing children
and residents in harm’s way with a 40-mph roadway dividing Downtown
Dalton from surrounding neighborhoods.
In the area of town that should be the most walkable, Waugh Street
encourages drivers to speed quickly through the area, bypassing downtown while creating dangerous conditions for pedestrians looking to access
local businesses, restaurants, and more.
In the proposed plan for downtown, both Waugh Street and Thornton
Avenue are reduced to three-lane roadways, featuring on-street parallel
parking, 11’ travel lanes, and central tree-lined medians that incorporate
left-turn lanes at intersections. As planned, both Waugh Street and Thornton
Avenue feature 15’ multiuse sidewalks, allowing bikers and pedestrians to
share off-street pathways protected from rapid vehicular traffic. Overall, the
design of Waugh Street focuses on creating the function and appearance of
a traditional boulevard or avenue. As such, the plan recommends renaming
Waugh Street as Waugh Boulevard, a name that more accurately reflects the
appearance and use of this corridor. This change also better corresponds
to the shift of Waugh Street to Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard as travelers
move eastward from downtown.

proposed
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Waugh Street
proposed: Breaking up the center lane with a landscaped, oak-lined median could slow

Existing: Driving toward downtown along Waugh
Street near the Dalton Fire Department, four wide travel
lanes and a continuous center turn lane encourage unsafe
speeds. The popularity of the sidewalk on the right attests
to the need for expanded sidewalks or a multiuse trail
connection along this stretch of Waugh Street.
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connectivity

traffic speeds and provide an attractive gateway to downtown. Expanding sidewalks along
this section of Waugh Street would connect downtown to Dalton High School and beyond.
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Waugh Street at Dalton City Hall
The changes proposed in

Existing: Directly in front of Dalton

proposed: Extending landscaped medians, on-street parking, and landscaped pedestrian
bump-outs along this corridor helps slow traffic speeds and provides a more urban, pedestrian-friendly experience along this section of Waugh Street.
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this plan allow Thornton
Avenue and Waugh Street to
function as true avenues
and boulevards, rather than
looking and functioning
like highways.

T

he Downtown Dalton Streetscape Masterplan prioritizes the safety of
both drivers and pedestrians while recognizing the need for drivers to
get from A to B quickly and efficiently. Medians proposed for Dalton’s
key corridors prevent dangerous “weaving” motions that often occur
on fast-paced thoroughfares. These changes affect only one mile of
Thornton Avenue and 1.5 miles of Waugh Street, minimizing any potential effect on
drive times. The combined positive outcomes of increasing safety, adding parking
spaces, expanding sidewalks, adding greenspace, and planting street trees outweigh
the need for vehicles to speed through such a small segment of the downtown core.
Proposed changes also add invaluable amenities for the downtown community by
expanding the existing jogging route beloved by many residents, beautifying key
downtown entryways, reconnecting divided neighborhoods, and making downtown
safer, more accessible, and better connected to surrounding residents. Given that
Waugh Street and Thornton Avenue are both city-controlled streets, these changes
can be implemented relatively quickly and easily, free from the Georgia Department
of Transportation regulatory processes. The changes proposed in this plan allow
Thornton Avenue and Waugh Street to function as true avenues and boulevards,
rather than looking and functioning like highways.
With the proposed improvements, Waugh Street and Thornton Avenue could serve
as a template for similar corridors throughout Greater Dalton-Whitfield. The proposed
design characteristics of Waugh Street and Thornton Avenue could be replicated as
a model for streetscape improvements elsewhere in the community and used wherever local officials feel a boulevard or avenue function and appearance is desired.

connectivity

City Hall on Waugh Street, four wide travel
lanes, a center turn lane, and the absence
of street trees or pedestrian crossings
encourage vehicle speeds in excess of 40
mph. These dangerous traffic conditions
limit pedestrian connectivity and divide
downtown from surrounding residential
areas. Businesses that exist along this corridor are indicative of a suburban highway
rather than downtown urban area.
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Connectivity:
connectivity

trails

A

s part of Step One of the RSVP process, Dalton residents identified
connecting downtown and surrounding areas with potential trails as a top
priority for the community. Residents of Crown Mill Lofts, the surrounding
Mill Village, and adjacent neighborhoods in particular desire multiuse pathways that easily connect close-in neighborhoods with the
heart of Downtown Dalton. Dalton is a sophisticated and well-traveled local community.
Residents demand the type of urban amenities now offered by growing communities across
Georgia, including the Greenprints trail system in Woodstock, the Greenbelt in Carrolton,
the Greenway in Gainesville, and other popular local trail systems. Residents see a similar system taking shape in Dalton as a tremendous potential boon for local quality of life
and the health of residential neighborhoods around Dalton. Citing the examples of the
Atlanta BeltLine and Greenville’s Swamp Rabbit Trail, many also rightly see trails as important economic development tools. Community members recognize that trails are the type
of active amenities sought out by the young professionals and recent graduates required
to keep industry and businesses strong. By extending trails from downtown to Haig Mill
Lake Park and across residential neighborhoods to Dalton State College, Dalton has the
potential to tie disparate neighborhoods to the heart of downtown. In addition to being an
exciting new amenity, trails offer Dalton the potential to unite the city’s vibrant and diverse
community and bring more residents downtown regularly.
Proposed trails build on existing trails around Dalton. Proposed new trails would connect downtown with Haig Mill Lake Park and Dalton State College.
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trails

Haig Mill Lake Park Trail

Five Points
Existing: Five Points is unique in

connectivity

that one of its points is Chattanooga
Avenue, a historic gateway to Dalton.
Chattanooga Avenue is also the most
direct route to the Crown Mill Lofts
and Haig Mill Lake Park. The space
currently has large patches of cracked
concrete and asphalt. Beautifying the
area may attract more visitors to the
businesses and the trail.

proposed: Trees provide shade and improve the aesthetics of the area. Improving the
The proposed Haig Mill Lake Park Trail begins at Five Points downtown, then follows
Chattanooga Avenue to the Crown Mill Lofts before continuing alongside Mill Creek.
The proposed trail unites with the existing Eagle Walk Trail before following Mill
Creek beneath the North Bypass to reach Haig Mill Lake Park.
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unique Five Points sign helps showcase the area’s identity. Pavers are added to match the streetscape style of the rest of the downtown area. Café tables and chairs, along with on-street parking,
create a convenient space where people can linger. Improving the angle of the intersection at
Chattanooga Avenue creates a safer driving environment.
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Chattanooga Avenue + Tyler Street

EXISTING: The intersection of Tyler
Street and Chattanooga Avenue could
use a pedestrian-friendly makeover.

reducing the lane widths to 11’, extra space is created for pedestrians. ADA mats, ramps, and crosswalks create a safe and accessible space for everyone. Introducing trees and vegetation improves the
aesthetic and can mask less appealing elements like barbed wire on a chain link fence.

Chattanooga Avenue + Tyler Street, proposed

Tyler Street Trailhead

connectivity

proposed (right): Wide sidewalks are inviting and provide room for a variety of uses. By

EXISTING: The intersection
of Tyler Street and Chattanooga
Avenue has wide lanes and pavement that could be converted to
pedestrian space.

proposed (right): Reclaiming unused striped asphalt for pedestrians and landscaping
creates a safer and more aesthetically pleasing intersection. A trail sign informs people about the new
trail and alerts them to be aware of pedestrians and cyclists using the trail. Wide sidewalks crafted
from reduced lane widths, crosswalks, and ADA mats create an urban trail environment.
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Tyler Street trailhead, proposed
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Eagle Walk Trail

Existing: This portion of the proposed trail in front of Crown Mill has lots of poten-

Crown Mill Lofts Entrance

PROPOSED: New signage informs users about the trail route and local attractions that

connectivity

tial and requires only minor repairs to shine.

can be easily accessed. Adding a wildflower mix is a simple way to beautify this area.

Existing: The current entry
proposed: Repairing the existing wooden fence lets people know the site is well taken care
of. Adding a few trees for shade and bringing the trail to this important destination connects this
thriving area with downtown.
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area at Dalton’s Eagle Walk to
the Mill Creek Trail is overgrown
and needs a little maintenance
to create an inviting space.
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Existing: The bridge over Mill

proposed: Cleaning up the overgrown vegetation makes the creek more visible and creates
a more inviting space. An attractive pedestrian bridge constructed with CorTen steel and wood
continues the trail across Mill Creek and beyond. Signage alerts passersby to the trail and shows
that the area is kept clean and safe.

connectivity

Creek could be transformed into an
attractive area on this proposed trail.
Currently the bridge is too tight for
pedestrians to safely travel alongside
vehicles across Mill Creek.

Pedestrian Bridge
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existing

option 1

trails

Rail-with-Trail

connectivity

The proposed rail-with-trail brings pedestrians and cyclists into the center of Downtown
Dalton, connecting Dalton Depot, the Bandy Center, and Burr Park with surrounding
neighborhoods and Haig Mill Lake Park, only four miles away.

option 2

Opposite Page
Running just east of Hamilton
Street in Downtown Dalton, this
unused area alongside the railroad is a perfect opportunity for
a rail-with-trail.
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Option 1, top right: Installing a decomposed granite or defined gravel path along
the tracks could be a first step to creating a paved rail-with-trail.

Option 2, bottom right: Simply adding asphalt to the area identifies the trail and
informs people that the space is useable. A protective fence prevents users from crossing the busy
railroad tracks. Adding vegetation beautifies the area and creates points of interest along the trail.
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Civitan Trail at Waugh Street
trails

Street directly in front of Dalton High. Waugh
Street has five lanes, all of which are wider
than necessary. Some of that space could be
easily reclaimed for pedestrians and landscaping. Currently, the standard 6’ sidewalk
on the south side of Waugh Street is a popular route for joggers and students.

connectivity

Civitan Trail

existing: This photo shows Waugh

proposed: By reducing travel lanes to 11’, the sidewalk on the south side of Waugh Street could
The In-town Loop Trail connects downtown with Dalton High School and beyond
to the Civitan Trail and the existing jogging loop many Dalton residents use daily.
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be widened. Narrowing travel lanes also allows for a standard 6’ sidewalk on the north side of Waugh
Street, better connecting Dalton High School with surrounding neighborhoods. While turn lanes are still
available at intersections, the rendering illustrates portions of the middle turn lane between intersections converted to landscaped, tree-lined medians. Converting unused asphalt to a curbed landscaped
area and planting trees on the south side of the street adds greenery and shade for the sidewalk.
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Housing
and best operating
practices

housing

I

n addition to prioritizing a solution to longstanding connectivity issues between
and within Downtown Dalton, local business and civic leaders, realtors, and
homeowners know that housing poses a serious hurdle for Dalton. Voices from
across the community noted that housing prices in the city are prohibitive, and
demand for decent midrange housing far outstrips supply. While lush and attractive residential neighborhoods like Murray Hill and the historic McCarty Subdivision
exist just outside of downtown, demand for the limited housing stock available in these
neighborhoods is intense. Dalton’s older housing stock often requires that prospective
homeowners factor in the additional cost of extensive renovations when choosing to
buy a home in town. This creates an additional burden that pushes Dalton’s middle class
and those at manager-level positions to relocate out of the community to find acceptable housing. While strong local industry allows Dalton to offer some of the highest
annual incomes in the state, 62% of locals who earn over $40,000 annually choose to
live outside Dalton and Whitfield County. Previous planning efforts in the city, including Believe Greater Dalton, have all identified housing as a major obstacle the city must
overcome to continue to be competitive and attract a talented workforce.
A recent study of housing demand and supply in the city conducted by the Bleakly
Advisory Group confirms that many high-wage earners in the city choose to live outside
the area in part due to lack of appropriate housing options. The study noted that significant demand exists for both new, market-rate construction and the renovation of existing
properties in the city. While demand exists for downtown housing in Dalton, the market
can be slow to capitalize on demand when profits are more readily available in booming
Metro Atlanta or downtown Chattanooga. To attract the type of residential development
demanded by the community, the city, the Downtown Dalton Development Authority
(DDDA), the Dalton-Whitfield County Joint Development Authority (JDA), and other
groups must work together to attract and incentivize downtown housing including mixeduse infill housing, upper-story apartments, historic renovations, and more. As Dalton has
worked tirelessly to attract industry and large employers, the city must see attracting housing development as critical to the economic success of the city.
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A permanent population
living downtown guarantees
a constant customer base for

In addition to helping ensure the long-term success of local industry,
growing a vibrant, active downtown with a thriving and diverse array of
local businesses requires that Dalton make a commitment to addressing housing and increasing the population of downtown. Residents and developers
recognize that attracting a sizable 24-hour population downtown does more
than any single development type to make downtown a vibrant destination
with the ability to sustain a variety of businesses. Currently, Dalton faces a
“chicken and the egg” scenario, with the community demanding the diversity
of local businesses and retail options that could only be viable by increasing
the downtown population. A permanent population living downtown guarantees a constant customer base for downtown businesses and brings new
stability to existing downtown restaurants and retail. In short, increasing the
amount and the caliber of downtown housing must be a seen as a critical
priority by local officials and a precursor to ensuring downtown’s long-term
commercial success.
Housing can take many forms downtown. Mixed-use infill housing that
takes advantage of vacant lots and available parking lots has tremendous
potential for filling voids and boosting the overall vitality of downtown. The
downtown vision that emerged in Step One of the RSVP process specifies
that new development should be primarily mixed-use housing that incorporates first-floor retail. These developments should include offices, housing,
and other uses.
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housing

downtown businesses...

Residents want urban-style development in which retail, office, and housing uses wrap around central service areas and parking decks. Many see
renovations of historic structures like the Belk-Gallant building, surrounding
warehouses, and developments like Crown Mill Lofts as offering great potential for downtown housing. Restoring historic buildings boosts the stock of
available housing while activating properties and preserving the history and
character that make Dalton unique. Many see attracting downtown lodging as equally important to housing more residents downtown. Options like
boutique hotels are seen as a benefit with great potential for downtown business owners. After all, travelers look for convenient options and eat all of their
meals within the community.
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f i r st lev el

s eco nd lev el

housing

The Carpentry Hotel

existing: This former bank on Cuyler Street boasts unique midcentury architectural features
and a central location near some of Downtown Dalton’s most popular businesses.

PROPOSED floorplans (RIGHT): Draft plans for the renovated Carpentry Hotel
include green areas outside of guest rooms, a drive-through canopy, and a rooftop bar. The
hotel will have 32 guest rooms. Floorplans were designed by Gregg Sims, Architect.
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Crawford Street Infill

with vacant lots prioritized for mixed-use infill and the proposed
streetscape improvements completed.

existing (below): While recently updated, Crawford
Street could still benefit from additional streetscape improvements
and shade. Key vacant properties on the left and right could be
prioritized to attract more activity downtown.
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housing

PROPOSED (left): This rendering shows the same area
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housing

King Street Infill
PROPOSED: Near-zero lot-lines match the historic development style of downtown and help
maximize the square footage of potential developments. Large sidewalks comfortably provide space
for street trees and café tables. At a minimum, all new development downtown should be two-story,
though Dalton could support four- to five-story infill development. First floors full of commercial businesses keep the street active, while upper-story residential units increase Dalton’s housing capacity.
All new development should preserve or create alleyways that support back-of-house service and
greater connectivity.
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EXISTING: Large underutilized and sometimes vacant parking lots are found
throughout Downtown Dalton. These properties create voids in Dalton’s urban
form and are prime areas for infill development.
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Elements of best operating practices
for housing include the following:

Housing

T

o support and encourage a diverse mix of housing downtown,
Dalton must amend the city’s Code of Ordinances to incorporate
best operating practices. Developers have the potential to build
the vision the community desires. To realize this vision, however, the
local government must step in to ensure that Dalton can attract the
right type of development and entice developers who are sensitive to the needs
of the community. Dalton’s code and vision must be aligned if the city’s desired
future is to become a reality.
Many citizens and business leaders interviewed in Step One of the RSVP
process noted that while the city has made progress in addressing the red tape
that comes with opening a new business or developing a property downtown, too
often perception does not reflect reality. The city has made recent steps to work
with developers of downtown real estate, including allowing selective adaptations
to the city’s fire code, proposing zoning amendments to allow more downtown
housing, and creating specific language to allow boutique lodging downtown.
Dalton must work to broadcast these and other development-friendly moves to
encourage more redevelopment downtown.
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Northwest Georgia Regional Commission to update the Urban Dwelling Ordinance
downtown. This update allows for up to 90% living and 10% commercial use in
new mixed-use development downtown to encourage more housing options.

• Dalton is working with the Dalton Fire Department to allow for safe downtown
development without the type of overregulation that has made redevelopment
prohibitive in the past. While allowing for new development, when it comes to fire
regulation, erring on the side of safety is always necessary. Fire poses a serious
threat to downtowns. Often historic buildings do not have all of the fire suppression mechanisms that newer buildings must have to meet code. The city must ensure
that safety concerns are addressed in any code update.

housing

Best Operating Practices

• Ordinances and codes must be updated. To this end, the city has partnered with the

• Historic preservation ordinances are a necessary tool to preserve and protect
Downtown Dalton’s historic architecture and character. However, like all tools,
these ordinances can be misused. It would be prudent for leaders to review Dalton’s
existing guidelines to assure they are operating in the best interest of downtown
and the wider community, rather than acting as a potential obstacle to the type of
redevelopment downtown desired by the community.

• Financing and incentives provided by the DDDA and city partners will be necessary to attract appropriate downtown housing and ensure that new development
sets the standard for all development moving forward.
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existing: The publicly owned corner lot at

proposed, perspective 1: This perspective rendering illustrates what a
model mixed-use infill building could look like on the corner of Thornton Avenue and
Waugh Street. Dalton should look to incentivize an ideal mixed-use development. This
would create a model for developers to follow throughout downtown. Development
at Thornton Avenue and Waugh Street should serve the community and contribute to
a vibrant and active downtown. The zero-lot-line development illustrated here follows
typical best practices for downtown infill development, including active storefront retail
with plenty of windows, wide sidewalks that can accommodate café tables, and a building form that addresses this prominent corner. Any development that
occurs should incorporate the features desired by the community,
including vibrant first-floor retail and café spaces, upper-story
residences, and even upper-floor entertainment areas.

housing

Waugh Street and Thornton Avenue is among
downtown’s most visible properties. Attracting
a landmark mixed-use development to this site
that meets the standards of the community could
generate the momentum necessary to extend
development throughout downtown.

Thornton Avenue + Waugh Street
Mixed-Use Infill
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Thornton Avenue + Waugh Street
Mixed-Use Infill
proposed, Perspective 2 (below): This view from Thornton Avenue

proposed, rooftop (above):
Incorporating a rooftop pool, lounge, or
bar area could add an exciting new entertainment option downtown and create an
important amenity for residents.
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housing

illustrates proposed streetscape improvements, first-floor retail spaces, and access to an
internal parking deck that supplements on-street visitor parking. Keeping parking and
service areas out of sight builds a strong, walkable, attractive, and interesting downtown.
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Code Enforcement

334 Hamilton Street

L

housing

ocals from across the community indicated in focus groups and
interviews that the community would benefit from enhanced
code enforcement and the targeting of particularly dangerous and dilapidated properties. Properties at key gateways
to downtown, including the vacant former restaurant at 334
North Hamilton Street, were consistently cited as eyesores that demand
community intervention. While the city has stepped up code enforcement and
has begun targeting persistent violators, blighted property damages community health, lowers surrounding property values, discourages reinvestment,
and harms Dalton’s reputation. Community members see elevating the ongoing efforts of the city’s code enforcement officers as important to the revival
of downtown, and many would support investing in more code enforcement
officers and other public-sector staff to get the job done.

proposed: In this rendering, this city-identified derelict property is transformed
Existing: This long-closed
restaurant at the entry to downtown
is seen as an eyesore by many public
input participants. Many believe that
addressing this derelict property
should be a top priority.
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following the demolition of the structure. Downtown streetscaping and on-street parking
is extended to this section of Hamilton Street. As an improved, graded lot at the entry to
downtown, this property offers long-term redevelopment potential.
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L

ocal leaders must recognize that connecting surrounding neighborhoods with the heart of the community and incentivizing more
permanent residents downtown is an essential first step to ensuring the success of any additional improvements. During the RSVP
process, residents also identified expanding the variety and diversity of downtown businesses as a top priority for the community. Locals praised
the growing variety and quality of local restaurants and unique retail options, and
they supported the relocation of offices like HealthOne Alliance and Alliant Health
Plans downtown. Offices in particular bring a 9-to-5 population downtown and
help to build the critical mass necessary to support a variety of downtown businesses. Residents and business owners want the city to continue working to support
new and existing downtown small businesses with façade grants and revolving
loan funds. They also believe that helping to fill vacant storefronts sends the signal
that downtown is open for business.
Dalton citizens take pride in the city’s heritage of entrepreneurship and status
as the international hub of the flooring industry. Many recognize that continuing to
foster innovation and business growth is essential to ensuring a successful future for
the community. Drawing on the city’s culture as the birthplace of an international
industry, Dalton residents envision a community that encourages the growth and
development of small and independent local businesses from the ground up. In
Step One of the RSVP process, locals praised recent developments like the Dalton
Innovation Accelerator (DIA), which is working to grow new businesses in the
heart of downtown. Still in its first year of operations, the DIA has already received
national accolades after a promising local entrepreneur and Dalton Middle School
student’s successful entry on television’s Shark Tank.

business

Business Expansion
+ Entrepreneurship
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Dalton Innovation Accelerator (DIA)

Existing: This photo shows the

business

top deck of the public parking garage
behind the Landmark Building.

Dalton Brewing Company is just one of the many exciting new
businesses that have sprung up downtown over the past few
years. The unique logo of these Dalton Brewing Company kegs
was created by a local artist.

Bringing together key local industries, entrepreneurs, public partners, and
Dalton State College, the DIA sets the stage for expanding Dalton’s culture of
entrepreneurship and fostering a warm business climate downtown. Many praised
the role of Dalton State College in the DIA, and citizens would like to see an
expanded footprint for Dalton State College and higher education downtown.
Many recognize the transformational effect that large numbers of students can
bring to an area and would like to see the profile of Dalton State College and
Georgia Northwestern Technical College expanded downtown. Opened in
February 2018, Dalton Brewing Company drew on the resources of local artists
and fabricators at Georgia Northwestern Technical College for unique signage,
artwork, and bar elements like tap handles. Local leaders should view further integrating the resources of Georgia Northwestern and Dalton State College with
downtown business owners as a unique way to grow a vibrant, youthful, and
creative entrepreneurial culture downtown.
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proposed: Extending a pedestrian bridge from the top deck of the garage to the Dalton
Innovation Accelerator could provide easier access to this high-profile development and could
encourage visitors to park in the public deck.
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304 Hamilton Street
Existing (left): Located along a section of Hamilton
Street undergoing substantial reinvestment, the owner of this
property sought to update this façade to attract a stable tenant.

home of interior design firm Southern Accessories & Accents.

business

completed: As constructed, this timeless and sophisticated façade shines as the current

proposed: Institute of Government designers worked with this property owner to develop a
rendering of proposed improvements to this downtown storefront. The resulting design incorporates
a timeless white and black color palette that instills a sophisticated, modern air to this property.
Announcing the address rather than a business name on the awning allows this design to serve
multiple businesses over time.
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348 Hamilton Street
proposed: Activating this handsome property with storefront retail and lofts could bring more
activity to this part of Hamilton Street. The rendering shows a new storefront entrance, in addition to
the existing upstairs access to the left. Darkly painted trim matches other buildings and sets off this
attractive historic building.

Supply, this attractive early 20th century
commercial building has the potential to
offer first-floor retail and upstairs lofts.
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business

Existing: Once home to G&S Office
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301 North Hamilton Street
proposed: Located on Hamilton Street just beyond the Waugh Street overpass, this unique
corner building could be beautified to extend more downtown activity down Hamilton Street.

and reconstructing a storefront façade for this building
could improve the property for future uses.
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business

Existing: Removing selected exterior renovations
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The Back Can Be the Front

Existing: The rear public parking lot

business

for lofts and Hamilton Street businesses
appears chaotic and could benefit from
aesthetic improvements.

how to start (above): Cleaning up the rear
parking lot for businesses along Hamilton Street by centralizing trash, service, and grease pit areas, in addition to
adding trees and greenery where possible, could improve
this important downtown amenity.

Proposed (right): Working with property
owners to address the rear façades of buildings could
benefit downtown businesses and extend the vitality of
Hamilton Street to surrounding areas. This night rendering features a rear dining area, a rooftop patio, and string
lights that help extend evening activity downtown.
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Public Parking Signage
proposed: Clearly demarcating the parking deck with attractive signage could
attract more usage to this resource.

behind the Landmark Building downtown provides a great service for
downtown businesses. Unfortunately,
inadequate signage means that many
first-time visitors miss this opportunity.
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business

Existing: The parking deck
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Art + Community Space

a r t + c o m m u n i t y s pac e

D

uring Step One of the Dalton RSVP process, community members from
every walk of life expressed the vision that downtown should serve as a
community hub for all of Dalton’s citizens. Particularly since the opening of
Burr Park, many locals praised downtown public spaces and the variety of
concerts and events that bring community members together downtown.
However, for Dalton to realize downtown’s full potential, residents and business owners indicated that more must be done to make downtown public spaces more accommodating for
events and the more intensive level of daily activity desired by the community. Many noted
that the lack of downtown restroom facilities presents a major hurdle to visiting downtown
for concerts, events, and more. Locals want to see new restrooms, an indoor/outdoor pavilion, and other improvements installed downtown to further capitalize on this area’s appeal
to visitors. Community members would love to see underperforming public spaces throughout downtown brought up to community standards. At Dalton Green Park, the splash pad at
Cuyler Street and Thornton Avenue, and at other prominent public spaces downtown, locals
would like to see basic improvements like ensuring that water fountains and other essential
features work properly. Many also would like to see aging playground equipment repaired,
and worn or broken structures replaced as necessary over time. Improving these facilities
sends the signal that the community cares about and is invested in the health of residents and
the next generation of Dalton citizens.
From the city’s streets and sidewalks to galleries and other downtown businesses, Dalton citizens want to see the arts and culture incorporated into every aspect of downtown. Community
members crave a downtown that celebrates Dalton’s unique community and rich heritage,
with an array of opportunities to enjoy the arts. Many of Dalton’s creative, entrepreneurial
residents spoke of their appreciation for the variety of attractive murals and outdoor sculptures found throughout downtown. Many residents recognize the inspirational power of art
and the leading role a vibrant arts and creative culture can play in revitalizing communities.
Citizens would like Downtown Dalton to be known as a leader in public art. Dalton is already
embracing the arts as a tool for revitalization with the development of the Burr Creative Arts
Park. Many would like to build on these elements, working with Dalton’s Creative Arts Guild
and the recently funded artist-in-residence to expand the scope of public art and murals downtown. Locals see blank walls and underutilized areas like under the Waugh Street overpass as
prime locations that could be improved and activated with public art. If Downtown Dalton fully
develops as a destination for the arts, many would love additional art-focused programming,
including a street arts festival and other events to celebrate the role of art in the community.
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Burr Park Pavilion and Restroom

a r t + c o m m u n i t y s pac e

Less than a year old, Burr Park has already drawn thousands of local residents and visitors
downtown for a variety of concerts and events. With demand in place, incorporating an
indoor/outdoor pavilion and restroom facility at the park could add flexibility and necessary services to support this already loved asset.

proposed: This concept shows one
potential design for an indoor/outdoor
pavilion at Burr Park. Sliding glass doors
allow for this structure to be opened up
to the surrounding park during concerts
and events. A climbing wall and slide add
unique new entertainment options for local
families. The pavilion could feature a small
café and outdoor dining to sustain yearround activity at Burr Park.
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Downtown Public Facilities
proposed: Public facilities are essential if Downtown Dalton is to grow as an enter-

a r t + c o m m u n i t y s pac e

tainment destination. This secondary location illustrates public facilities at the ground floor
of the public parking deck next to the Landmark Building.

Burr Park Pavilion and Restroom
proposed (perspective): This aerial perspective better captures unique
features of the proposed pavilion, including an elevated playscape and tower for kids.
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a r t + co m m u n i t y s pac e

existing: Home to AmericanForeign Auto Parts, 327 North Hamilton
Street serves as the rough northern
boundary of Downtown Dalton. This
wall is the first impression of the city
for many visitors entering downtown.

a r t + c o m m u n i t y s pac e

Murals

proposed: Working with property and business owners, the city could create a unique mural
or a large-scale vinyl print along this existing exterior wall that would welcome visitors downtown.
This midcentury-inspired design features stylized peacock feathers, showcasing local character
and history in a new way.
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Welcome Mural
o pt io n 2
proposed: Coupled with extended downtown streetscaping and landscaped existing beauty

existing: The brick building at
327 North Hamilton Street is the first
impression of Downtown Dalton for
many visitors arriving from points north.
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a r t + c o m m u n i t y s pac e

strips, a unique mural or large-scale vinyl print that repeats Dalton’s peacock symbol could tie this
section of Hamilton Street to the remainder of downtown.
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existing: The Waugh Street over-

a r t + c o m m u n i t y s pac e

pass creates a pair of one-way roads that
can seem confusing to first-time visitors.

proposed (above): Seeing art and local
character in unexpected places leaves an impression
on visitors. With the peacock mural shown, this tower
becomes an iconic downtown landmark.

existing: As seen from the Waugh Street overpass, the industrial tower at this concrete plant is a
familiar local landmark.
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proposed: The blank wall of the Waugh Street overpass is another opportunity to showcase local art while directing traffic. Improving parking lots by reclaiming excess asphalt for
planted areas and street trees makes this area more attractive while sending the message that
locals care about the experience of coming downtown.
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Dalton Street Art Festival

a r t + c o m m u n i t y s pac e

existing

The areas under bridges are often forgotten spaces that can be stark and unwelcoming.
Utilizing these areas as covered outdoor venues can provide space for markets, festivals,
and other temporary attractions that activate downtown, while the bridge itself provides
shade and cover from inclement weather.

PROPOSED
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a r t + co m m u n i t y s pac e

Map of Children’s Activities

Children and Families
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a r t + c o m m u n i t y s pac e

W

hile exciting new developments
and programming like Cherokee
Brewing + Pizza, Dalton Brewing
Company, and the Downtown Dalton Summer
Music series are expanding the appeal of downtown as a destination for young professionals,
often children and families seem left out of the
mix. For downtown to be the go-to destination for
everyone, it must include elements suitable for residents of all ages. Many locals with children and
younger Dalton residents see the need for more
family-friendly activities and entertainment downtown. During focus groups with local middle school
students, many requested more interactive activities and entertainment downtown, with options
like seasonal downtown ice skating, bowling,
more outdoor recreation, and repairing or relocating the downtown splash pad. Attracting these
and other affordable entertainment options, including prominent public playscapes throughout town,
could work to bring a wider cross-section of the
community downtown. These playscapes would
work in tandem with other proposed enhancements, including safe and attractive streetscaping,
to bring residents of all ages downtown regularly.
Building on Dalton’s successful record of hosting
kid-friendly events and programming that celebrates Latino culture, art, food, and more could
also work to make downtown a hub for the whole

This map illustrates existing locations that
draw children and families downtown.

community. More than any other group interviewed in Step One, middle and high school youth
throughout the community expressed their love of
the murals and prominent public art downtown.
Many advocated expanding public art downtown
and working to attract additional murals or even a
public art museum and more space for artists in the
heart of downtown. Expanding public art downtown makes exploring previously underutilized
streets and alleys a fun and interactive experience
for residents and visitors, regardless of age.

PROPOSED: In an effort to make Downtown Dalton more family-friendly, this map
depicts all the potential activities for families and children to do together around town.
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a r t + c o m m u n i t y s pac e
proposed

Hamilton Street Slide

existing
166

The parking deck behind the Landmark Building downtown is a convenient and safe launching-off off point for visiting downtown businesses. Unfortunately, inadequate signage means
that many first-time visitors miss this opportunity. In addition to clear, attractive signage, a
slide connecting the second floor to Burr Park could create an exciting and unique amenity
for downtown visitors.
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a r t + c o m m u n i t y s pac e
proposed: Many students love the interactive murals downtown and would love to see
other experiential artwork downtown. This mural
plays on the design of the “interrobang”—the
combination of a question mark and an exclamation point—to create a fun, interactive, and
selfie-worthy photo-op downtown.

proposed: Celebrating Dalton’s history and connection to Peacock Alley, this mural
could create a fun activity for downtown visitors and residents.
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existing: Many Dalton students love the
downtown murals and see blank walls throughout downtown as available canvases for future
artwork.
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existing: Currently neglected and unappealing,
the Waugh Street overpass crossing the railroad tracks
is another potential venue for local arts.

Children’s Art

proposed: Everyday, hundreds of unique works
of art pass by downtown Dalton without notice. Creating
a fun photo spot for taking pictures with train graffiti
art could provide a unique attraction and activate this
underutilized area.
at the entry to downtown was cited by
many as a top priority to address.

a r t + c o m m u n i t y s pac e

existing: This neglected property

proposed: In addition to improving this area with expanded streetscaping, installing local
student art on existing fencing transforms this gateway property and showcases the work of Dalton’s
youngest citizens in a prominent location.
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Troll Village Playscape
Currently underutilized, the area beneath the Waugh Street overpass creates a void
between two sections of Hamilton Street. Creating a unique troll-themed playscape
beneath the Waugh Street overpass could extend activity to this area of Hamilton Street
and introduce a fun activity for kids and families.

a r t + c o m m u n i t y s pac e

existing

proposed
172
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I

n addition to common themes of improving downtown connectivity,
addressing the city’s housing imbalance, growing businesses, and creating
arts-focused public spaces downtown, in Step One of the RSVP process
Dalton residents identified two particular projects that must be completed
for downtown to thrive. Building on the desire for expanded redevelopment and additional residential options in the city, local developers, downtown
property owners, and residents all agree that the persistent 24-hour noise from train
traffic traveling through the city must be addressed. Many locals requested that the
city begin working with CSX and Norfolk Southern to implement a quiet zone in
the downtown district. Piece by piece, local developers have invested millions to
bring new residential capacity and lodging downtown. Many community members
are deeply concerned that the persistent train horn noise generated by passing
trains will drive away potential residents and developers with the resources to
bring vibrant mixed-use redevelopment downtown. While creating a quiet zone
downtown will take significant investments of time and money, Dalton must see
mitigating train noise as critical to the long-term economic growth and redevelopment of downtown.
In addition to implementing a quiet zone downtown, residents see finding a
tenant for historic Dalton Depot as a top priority to revitalize downtown. Long a
popular local hangout and regional attraction, the Depot’s 2016 closing left a
void downtown. Locating a tenant for this prominent building, among the city’s
most historic and cherished structures, must be a key priority for local civic and
community leaders.

key projects

Key Projects
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A

lready Dalton is taking big steps toward creating the vibrant
downtown destination desired by the community. Beginning in
2000, Dalton began devoting special-purpose local-option
sales tax (SPLOST) funds to improving the downtown streetscape. Hamilton Street, the first streetscaping project undertaken
by the city, has since attracted a wealth of new dining and retail establishments. In
partnership with Dalton Public Works, the city has continued to invest in and expand
downtown streetscapes over time. In 2018, more than $329,000 was invested in
downtown lighting repairs and improvements. Adding pedestrian bump-outs and
mast-arm traffic signals along Crawford Street and Thornton Avenue and installing pedestrian signals at intersections along Thornton Avenue and Waugh Street
downtown are all budgeted, with the projects expected to begin in early 2019.
These projects will significantly improve pedestrian connectivity between downtown
and surrounding residential areas and will enhance pedestrian safety downtown.
Building on these efforts, the city dedicated funding for an approximately $1.8
million multiuse trail connecting downtown with the newly restored Crown Mill
Lofts and beyond to the new Haig Mill Lake Park. Envisioned as a linear park, this
planned scenic trail tying downtown with outdoor recreation and community hubs
will build the appeal of downtown as a local destination while offering generations
of local citizens an opportunity to explore Dalton’s beautiful setting and rich history.
Operating on a shoestring budget following recession-era tax cuts and the
expansion of nontaxable property in the downtown district, over the past few
years, the Downtown Dalton Development Authority (DDDA) has reemerged as
an active and vital stakeholder in the health and economic vitality of downtown.
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burr park

In the past year, the DDDA and Believe Greater Dalton have energetically sought
partnerships to expand the appeal of downtown as a destination. In October
2018, local technology firm InventureIT, in partnership with Dalton State College,
Barrett Properties, Believe Greater Dalton, and the DDDA, opened the Dalton
Innovation Accelerator (DIA), a 1,800 square foot business incubator in the heart
of downtown. The DIA builds on Dalton’s proud foundation of entrepreneurship
and willingness to embrace the technologies of the future. In partnering with Dalton
State College and the private technology sector, the city is working to reposition
Downtown Dalton as the creative entrepreneurial hub of the region. Expanding
on the existing attraction of the arts downtown and the 1000 Words Dalton Public
Art Project’s popular downtown murals, the Creative Arts Guild in partnership
with Believe Greater Dalton and the DDDA successfully applied for a Lyndhurst
Foundation grant to fund a three-month artist-in-residence program. In collaboration with the Arts Guild and the Greater Dalton Chamber, this position will focus
on expanding public art downtown. The same grant includes the first year of a
marketing position to better share Dalton’s unique story with the world.

i m p l e m e n tat i o n

Implementation
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SMART
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What’s SMART?
SMART stands for:
Specific
Measurable
Attainable
Realistic
Timely

i m p l e m e n tat i o n

T

he DDDA and Believe Greater Dalton have further partnered to make the
case for dedicated revenue for downtown development. In June 2018, the
DDDA Board approved a millage rate increase downtown. This new funding is expected to generate $148,420 for the DDDA to provide professional staff
and programming, including façade grants and revolving loan funds to support
downtown business and property owners. In 2019, the DDDA and the city created
a one year service agreement. The DDDA is hopeful that in the future this would be
a multi-year service agreement and not negotiated annually. Having a multi-year
service agreement would allow the DDDA to pursue long term projects. Already,
private developers and industry are reinvesting in downtown. Shuttered since
2016, the historic Dalton Depot looks poised for a revival, with potential buyers
recently submitting proposals to restore this beloved downtown landmark. Working
in concert with the Georgia Trust for Historic Preservation, the city has accepted
a bid from Barrett Properties to renovate the property for retail, restaurant, and
entertainment purposes. At the historic Belk-Gallant Building on Hamilton Street,
Barrett Properties is also constructing 18 apartments, with a storefront coffee shop
in the works. Nearby, renovations are underway for a 31-room boutique hotel. In
cooperation with developers and the local government, the Northwest Georgia
Regional Commission helped enable both developments by proposing changes
to Dalton’s Urban Dwelling Ordinance. Coming on the heels of a recent study by
the Bleakly Advisory Group outlining the need for expanded diversity in housing
options, these new developments are expected to encourage more locals to live
and more visitors to stay downtown. This increased pedestrian traffic should be a
tremendous boon to downtown restaurants, retailers, and other local businesses
while addressing an urgent community need. Such partnerships with the private
sector to incentivize downtown residential development helps answer the demand
for housing choices while providing the area with all the benefits of a 24-hour
population invested in the health and stability of Downtown Dalton.
Building on these ongoing efforts and improvements in the works, Dalton should
continue committing resources to address the top issues that emerged during Step
One of the RSVP process. When working to improve downtown, local leaders
should think through each step required to actualize their goals and determine
who is responsible, what will be achieved, and when improvements will take place.
Each of these questions is critical to community implementation. Any strategy
included in the Dalton RSVP has the potential to serve as a future action item. For
any strategy included, a designated lead should be assigned to oversee implementation efforts and develop concrete steps for project completion.

Thanks!
|Message

Potential action items should meet the criteria for SMART (specific, measurable,
attainable, realistic, and timely) goals. The SMART process allows community leaders to make Dalton’s future vision a reality through practical and achievable steps. By
dividing the long-term vision encompassed in the Dalton RSVP into achievable shortterm action items, Dalton can continue to realize the full potential of downtown as a
destination where all residents can live, work, play, worship, and learn.
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recap
Connectivity

Business Expansion
+ Entrepreneurship
• Partner with Dalton State College and Northwest Georgia Technical College.
• Support the Dalton Innovation Accelerator and entrepreneurship in general.
• Develop a creative signage design and fabrication program for small business owners.

• Expand the Hamilton Street streetscape throughout the downtown area.
Increase sidewalk widths.
Install safe crosswalks with bump-outs at intersections.
Install midblock crosswalks.
Increase the number of street trees.
•Connect downtown with surrounding neighborhoods across Thornton Avenue and Waugh Street.
•Create trails linking downtown with surrounding neighborhoods and parks.
•Ensure convenient access to on-street parking.

Housing
• Incentivize new mixed-use infill development.
• Facilitate renovations of historic buildings, mills, and warehouses.
• Attract downtown lodging.
• Create best operating practices to support housing and new downtown development.
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Develop an incentives package for developers.
Review and amend applicable ordinances (e.g., zoning, fire, historic preservation).
Create new city staff positions to support redevelopment.

Arts + Community Space
• Increase the amount and variety of public art.
• Create innovative signage to promote a sense of place and a destination.
• Attract more activities and entertainment for all ages.
• Ensure that downtown is child- and family-friendly.
• Promote a positive community brand.

i m p l e m e n tat i o n

top issues

Key Projects
• Create a Downtown Quiet Zone.
• Oversee renovation of the historic Dalton Depot.
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| Cuyler Street Streetscaping Improvements

Connectivity

A

cross the community, Dalton residents recognize that downtown connectivity must be improved for the area to thrive.
Many residents do not realize the tremendous efforts underway to improve connectivity both within downtown and between
downtown and surrounding neighborhoods. Beginning in 2000, Dalton
began devoting SPLOST funds to improve the downtown streetscape.
Hamilton Street, the first streetscaping project undertaken by the city,
has since attracted a wealth of new dining and retail establishments. In
partnership with Dalton Public Works, the city has continued to invest in
downtown streetscapes and expand downtown streetscaping over time.
Moving forward, the city must continue to prioritize enhancing connectivity downtown and work to fully extend pedestrian-friendly streetscaping
throughout downtown.

| Extend Downtown Streetscaping
The city should continue working with Dalton Public Works and the private industry to
expand the downtown streetscape. Working with Whitfield County, Dalton should continue
to include additional streetscaping projects on upcoming SPLOST requests. Following the
completion of already-funded improvements, the city should work to continue expanding streetscaping improvements to the following streets: Gordon Street from Selvidge to Pentz Street,
Cuyler Street from Hamilton to Thornton, and Morris Street from Hamilton to Thornton Avenue.
Lead: Jason Parker, City of Dalton, Benny Dunn, Dalton Public Works
Prospective Completion Date: December 2022

Lead: Jason Parker, City of Dalton, Benny Dunn, Dalton Public Works
Prospective Completion Date: December 2022

| Downtown Lighting Repairs and Improvements
For Dalton to offer a vibrant downtown destination at night, downtown streets must be well
lit. In 2018, the city invested more than $329,000 in downtown lighting repairs and improvements. These repairs have enabled local businesses to expand activity during the evening
hours, boosting the overall vibrancy of downtown. Moving forward, the city should continue
to fund regular maintenance and replacement of broken light fixtures.
Lead: Jason Parker, City of Dalton
Prospective Completion Date: Winter 2018

i m p l e m e n tat i o n
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With a variety of exciting local businesses and new lodgings on the way, Cuyler Street
already draws residents and visitors to Downtown Dalton regularly. Cuyler Street features
unique business offerings and a continuous connection across Thornton Avenue to residential
areas beyond, making this street a gateway to all of downtown. Local leaders should prioritize
Cuyler Street for new streetscaping improvements and begin to implement recommendations
of the Dalton Streetscape Masterplan, including 10’ sidewalks, 10’–11’ drive lanes, angled
on-street parking, and planted bump-outs along Cuyler Street, prior to moving to less heavily
trafficked downtown streets. Prioritizing Cuyler Street for improvements could help feed this
area’s resurgence and connect more visitors with all of downtown.

| Continue Thornton and
Waugh Street Improvements
Thornton Avenue and Waugh Street speed 10,000–17,000 drivers along the perimeter of downtown daily, dividing downtown from surrounding neighborhoods and creating an
unwelcoming environment for pedestrians. Improving pedestrian connectivity across Thornton
Avenue emerged as a top priority for many public input participants. Major improvements
including installing pedestrian signals at all intersections, adding mast-arm traffic signals,
and installing bump-outs were included on Dalton’s 2007 T-SPLOST project list. City leaders
should continue working with Dalton Public Works to implement these improvements. Moving
forward, Dalton should continue funding these and more extensive pedestrian improvements
along Thornton and Waugh streets.
Lead: Jason Parker, City of Dalton, Benny Dunn, Dalton Public Works
Prospective Completion Date: Spring 2019
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While demanding better connectivity between downtown and surrounding neighborhoods, residents want Dalton to offer diverse recreational amenities that the community
can be proud of. In 2015, Dalton citizens dedicated SPLOST funding for an approximately $1.8 million multiuse trail connecting downtown with the newly restored Crown
Mill and beyond to the new Haig Mill Lake Park. Envisioned as a linear park, this
planned scenic trail tying downtown with outdoor recreation and community hubs will
build the appeal of downtown as a local destination while offering generations of local
citizens an opportunity to explore Dalton’s beautiful setting and rich history. City leaders should continue collaborating with Dalton Public Works, the Parks and Recreation
Department, and others to ensure the development of this key asset.
Lead: Jason Parker, City of Dalton
Prospective Completion Date: Spring 2020

| Rail-with-Trail
In addition to Thornton Avenue and Waugh Street, the combined Norfolk Southern
and CSX rail lines create a major barrier to connectivity between downtown and
surrounding neighborhoods. In Dalton, CSX operates on land that was originally part
of the state-chartered Western & Atlantic Railroad. As such, this land is owned by the
State of Georgia and leased to CSX. Dalton should consider working with the state
and CSX to develop a rail-with-trail along unutilized portions of the railroad right-ofway downtown. While any rail-with-trail would need a barrier to block pedestrians and
bikers from crossing or interfering with active rail lines, a rail-with-trail could connect
with the proposed Haig Mill Trail to tie surrounding neighborhoods and scenic areas
with the heart of downtown.
Lead: Jason Parker, City of Dalton
Prospective Completion Date: December 2020
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Housing

F

or Dalton to become a vibrant destination with a variety of business and
retail options, downtown needs “heads in beds.” More residents and visitors
staying in the downtown area are critical to making downtown businesses
viable for local entrepreneurs. While steps have already been taken to help make
downtown more attractive to developers, the city should work with local groups
like the DDDA, JDA, and others to attract residential development downtown. City
leaders should view attracting downtown housing like they view industrial recruitment. Aggressively pursuing the type and quality of development desired could
forever change Dalton for the better. Coming on the heels of a recent study by
the Bleakly Advisory Group outlining the need for expanded diversity in housing
options, new developments already in the works are expected to encourage more
locals to live and more visitors to stay downtown. This increased pedestrian traffic
should be a tremendous boom to downtown restaurants, retailers, and other local
businesses while addressing an urgent community need. Such partnerships with
the private sector to incentivize downtown residential development helps answer
the demand for housing choices while providing the area with all the benefits of
a 24-hour population invested in the health and stability of Downtown Dalton.
Dalton must be flexible and creative in encouraging downtown redevelopment
to take place. Over time, codes and restrictions governing construction practices
can become outdated, obsolete, or in need of updating. While making public
safety a priority and preserving the qualities that make the community special,
Dalton must thoroughly examine the city’s current codes and ordinances to ensure
that vibrant redevelopment is allowed to take place downtown.

i m p l e m e n tat i o n

| Trail Extension to Crown Mill
and Haig Mill lake Park
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With feedback from developers and informed by the analysis and recommendations of the
housing study provided by Bleakly Advisory Group, Dalton’s leaders should work to develop an
incentives package for prospective redevelopment projects downtown. The DDDA, a constitutional downtown development authority with wide powers to incentivize downtown development,
offers the city an arsenal of potential tools that could be used to encourage downtown redevelopment. The city should work with the DDDA, JDA, and other groups to develop an ideal package
of incentives that could be used to attract the high-quality mixed-use downtown redevelopment
envisioned by the community.
Lead: Executive Director, DDDA
Prospective Completion Date: June 2019

| Key Property Redevelopment
Using the tools available through the DDDA, JDA, and other organizations, Dalton should
work to incentivize the mixed-use redevelopment of key downtown properties. Beginning with
the property at the intersection of Thornton Avenue and Waugh Street, Dalton should look to
incentivize a model mixed-use development that embodies the characteristics desired by the
community. As a highly visible, city-owned property, attracting a signature mixed-use development to this key lot makes sense. In addition to this parcel, the former ConAgra/Pilgrim’s Pride
Poultry facility, Manley Jail Works, the vacant office at 305 Thornton Street, and underdeveloped areas along Morris Street were all frequently brought up as key properties that could be
redeveloped to serve a vibrant downtown district.
Lead: Executive Director, DDDA in coordination with and support from the 		
		
Chamber and the City
Prospective Completion Date: December 2019

| Develop Design Guidelines for New Development
To create vibrant, safe, and attractive infill development, Dalton should look at the examples of
successful downtown redevelopment throughout the region. Dalton officials should research cities
with a track record of attracting complementary new development and collaborate to develop
and define potential architectural guidelines, standards, or a model façade ordinance for new
infill development incentivized by the city, DDDA, and/or other public entities. Particularly if
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public financing is used, it is critical that the city gets what it pays for. Using successful models elsewhere to develop key design standards or guidelines would be a good way to ensure that Dalton
attracts the caliber of development desired by the community.
Lead: Ethan Calhoun, Northwest Georgia Regional Commission in coordination with HPC
Prospective Completion Date: December 2019

| Review Fire Code
Working with leaders from the Dalton Fire Department, the city has already taken major steps
toward making downtown housing more viable for developers. In November, the Mayor and Council
updated the ordinance. With all new actions, safety must continue to be the foremost priority of the
city and Dalton Fire Department. While preserving public safety, the city should continue to exercise the expert discretion of the Dalton Fire Department to allow safe, smart development to take
place downtown.
Lead: Jason Parker, City of Dalton
Prospective Completion Date: November 2018

| Boutique Hotel Ordinance
In cooperation with developers and the local government, the Northwest Georgia Regional
Commission has proposed changes to Dalton’s Urban Dwelling Ordinance that define boutique
hotels and allow lodging within the downtown district. Dalton should work to review and approve
these changes to allow the completion of the 31-room boutique hotel being renovated on Cuyler
Street. In November, the city updated the zoning to allow for boutique hotels.

i m p l e m e n tat i o n

| Develop an Incentives Package
for Desired Redevelopment

Lead: Ethan Calhoun, Northwest Georgia Regional Commission, Jason Parker, City of Dalton
Prospective Completion Date: November 2018

| Expand Downtown District Boundaries
The DDDA offers a wide array of tools to grow businesses and incentivize redevelopment downtown. As successful redevelopment begins to take hold, the city should look to expand the Downtown
District boundaries from Emery Street to Five Points to offer these tools and incentives throughout
downtown. Incorporating major potential redevelopment sites at the edge of downtown within the
boundaries of downtown makes sense to tie major potential redevelopments with the remainder of
Dalton’s downtown core.
Lead: Executive Director, DDDA
Prospective Completion Date: December 2019
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| Zoning Changes to Allow
Mixed-Use Development

| Consider Taxing Mechanism to Encourage
Property Upkeep

Currently the mix of uses permitted in Dalton’s Urban Dwelling Ordinance makes
building viable mixed-use development impossible downtown. Under changes proposed
by the Northwest Georgia Regional Commission, the city’s Urban Dwelling Ordinance
would be amended to allow for a higher percentage of residential use per mixed-use
development. The city should accept and approve these changes and be open to future
changes that allow the vibrant downtown envisioned to take shape.

Throughout the public input process, residents discussed the need to quickly
address problems caused by blighted properties in the city. Working with Dalton
Code Enforcement, the city could consider developing a taxing mechanism to help
incentivize property maintenance.

| Review Historic Preservation
Commission Guidelines
To incentivize the vibrant downtown desired by the community, the city should review
its Historic Preservation Commission Guidelines to ensure they allow an appropriate
level of flexibility for potential developers and property owners. The city could look at
guidelines elsewhere to see if the city’s current guidelines meet, exceed, or fall short of
best operating practices.
Lead: Jason Parker, City of Dalton
Prospective Completion Date: June 2019

| Code Enforcement
Residents agree that code enforcement must take place for Dalton to become the
attractive destination desired by the community. Working with City of Dalton Code
Enforcement, the city should continue to press for the rehabilitation or demolition of
nuisance properties. The city should continue to target key downtown gateway and
other highly visible properties like the former restaurant at 334 North Hamilton Street
for intervention.
Lead: Jason Parker, City of Dalton
Prospective Completion Date: January 2019

i m p l e m e n tat i o n

Lead: Ethan Calhoun, Northwest Georgia Regional Commission
Prospective Completion Date: October 2018

Lead: Jason Parker, City of Dalton
Prospective Completion Date: December 2019

| Fund a Full-Time Downtown Planner
From proposing zoning amendments and developing design standards to working
with developers, public safety officials, and more, Dalton needs a full-time advocate
working to facilitate the development of a vibrant downtown destination. Working with
the city’s Planning and Zoning Department, Dalton should continue making steps to fund
a full-time City Planner position.
Lead: Jason Parker, City of Dalton
Prospective Completion Date: December 2019
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| Façade Renderings

Business Expansion
and Entrepreneurship

W

hile more full-time residents and visitors are necessary for downtown
to live up to local residents’ vision of a vibrant destination with diverse
retail, dining, and entertainment options, many actions can be taken
to begin building and supporting local businesses downtown. Key downtown stakeholders like the DDDA should continue to support downtown business owners through
façade grants, revolving loan funds, and more, expanding programming as needed
to meet demand and activate neglected areas downtown. Improving access to downtown businesses by addressing the condition of rear shared parking and service
areas could assist downtown business owners and work to spread activity throughout downtown. As the Dalton Innovation Accelerator continues to facilitate the birth
of new business and industry, Dalton should work to extend a helping hand to grow
hometown industry and foster a continued culture of entrepreneurship in the city. By
working together, Dalton can help realize a future in which local citizens feel welcome
starting, growing, and thriving in business downtown.

| Complete and Support the Dalton
Innovation Accelerator
In October 2018, local technology firm InventureIT, in partnership with Dalton State
College, Barrett Properties, Believe Greater Dalton, and the DDDA, opened the Dalton
Innovation Accelerator (DIA), a 1,800 square foot business incubator in the heart of
downtown. This hub of creativity and innovation represents the first significant presence
of Dalton State College’s Wright School of Business in downtown. The city, DDDA, and
other interested parties should support the accelerator and help ensure success of this
important new downtown development.
Lead: Barry Slaymaker, Barrett Properties
Prospective Operational Date: March 2019
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As part of the Dalton RSVP process, the DDDA received design assistance in the form
of façade renderings that show the potential that buildings could hold if the they are
renovated. The DDDA also offers façade grants to offset some of the costs associated
with exterior improvements, including paint, windows, doors, signage, and awnings.
Moving forward, the DDDA could offer design assistance to downtown business owners
by continuing to contract with the Institute of Government or by working with the Georgia
Department of Community Affairs (DCA) Downtown Studio. Design professionals at
DCA offer Main Street communities façade design assistance for a minimal charge.
Lead: Executive Director, DDDA
Prospective Completion Date: Ongoing

| Parking Signage
Attractive, well-organized, and convenient parking make downtown businesses and
restaurants accessible for visitors. Installing attractive signage that clearly indicates the
availability of free parking at the public parking deck behind the Landmark Building on
Hamilton Street could encourage more visitors to use this important downtown resource.
Steering Committee members should consider working with Dalton Public Works and
even fabricators at Northwest Georgia Technical College to craft and install signage
at the parking deck.
Lead: John Davis, Affordable Sales
Prospective Completion Date: June 2019

i m p l e m e n tat i o n
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| Rear Parking Improvements
While Hamilton Street and other downtown streets are generally well-maintained
and attractive, many of the “back of house” areas in downtown are haphazard and
chaotic in appearance. To become the attractive, go-to destination that locals desire, all
of downtown must adhere the community’s high standards. Addressing shared rear parking areas and alleys by installing attractive dumpster and service enclosures, centralizing
garbage collection and grease pits, and maintaining unified paving could help make
rear parking areas more attractive and accessible for visitors and business owners. The
addition of trees, rear sidewalks, and lighting could help transform these rear service
areas into amenities for downtown business owners.
Lead: Executive Director, DDDA
Prospective Completion Date: December 2020
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| Insurance Information for Downtown 		
Property Owners

Lead: Executive Director, DDDA
Prospective Completion Date: June 2019

| Promote and Extend Downtown Dalton
National Register Historic District
While much of downtown is contained within the Dalton Commercial National
Register Historic District, certain benefits may be going underutilized. If a property is
listed in the National Register of Historic Places, certain tax incentives exist to encourage
redevelopment. These incentives support the preservation of historic structures by allowing favorable tax treatment for rehabilitation. Owners of historic buildings may benefit
from a 25% investment tax credit for the rehabilitation of historic commercial, industrial,
and residential buildings. This can be combined with a 15-year cost-recovery period
for the adjusted basis of the historic building. Any contributing building within Dalton’s
existing National Register District would be eligible to receive tax incentives if rehabilitation adhered to the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. Dalton officials
should consider following the example of Dublin, Georgia, and look into hiring a professional consultant to underwrite and shepherd property owners through the process of
registering and applying for incentives. If desired, the boundaries of Dalton’s existing
historic district could also be expanded to include more of downtown.

i m p l e m e n tat i o n

Art and Community Space

P

ublic input participants indicated that downtown and the wider community could benefit from expanded public spaces that can attract residents
from across Dalton’s diverse population downtown. Children and families in particular want more interactive spaces where Dalton’s youngest citizens
can explore, enjoy, and grow to love downtown. Many also recognize the
strong local arts community, celebrate murals and public art downtown, and
want to see these depictions of community identity expanded. With the opening of Burr Park in May 2018, Dalton now boasts an impressive performing arts
park in the center of downtown. Burr Park’s prime location has since attracted
thousands of community members and regional visitors downtown for concerts,
art events, community festivals, and more. Over the course of five months, the
Downtown Dalton Summer Music Series hosted 13 free Friday night concerts
at Burr Park, with the largest concerts drawing 700–800 attendees downtown. Sponsored by the city, the DDDA, the Dalton Area Convention & Visitors
Bureau, the Community Foundation of Northwest Georgia, the Creative Arts
Guild, and BB&T, the series demonstrates the demand for public space, creative
arts venues, and diverse programming downtown. Moving forward, the city
and local partners should continue to support elements already bringing the
community downtown and should work to grow venues that attract local children and families.

i m p l e m e n tat i o n

Compared to decades ago, downtown fires are rare but can be devastating.
Obviously, the first concern of the community must be public safety and preventing
injury or potential loss of life. However, recovering from the ashes and rebuilding also
are major obstacles, and proper education and preparation can serve a community well
if a tragic event ever takes place. Most businesses have insurance, but only rarely do
businesses or building owners have the insurance coverage necessary to fully restore a
downtown building to today’s building codes and standards after a fire occurs. It would
be wise for the DDDA to work with local insurance companies to help determine the
necessary level of fire insurance and to disperse information on adequate coverage to
downtown business owners.

Lead: Executive Director, DDDA in coordination with HPC
Prospective Completion Date: December 2019
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| Site Improvements to Downtown Parks

| Marketing Downtown

To further develop a diverse and creative arts scene downtown, the city should
support the venues and areas that are already bringing the community downtown.
Designed as a venue for the performing arts in the heart of the community, Burr Park
has already seen many successful recent events and sustained activity. Dalton leaders should work to build on this success. A public restroom facility on site would help
sustain extensive programming and use at the park while supporting hospitality and
tourism throughout downtown. Similarly at Dalton Green Park, by adding restrooms
and a permanent structure to support the site of the annual Kiwanis Pancake Breakfast,
the Farmers Market, and various other community events could bring this community
resource up to local standards. Funding is need to make these facilities a reality.

The Lyndhurst grant that is funding a three-month artist-in-residence for downtown also includes the first year of a marketing position to better share Dalton’s unique
story with the world. Following the first year of Lyndhurst Foundation support, the Greater
Dalton Chamber, Believe Greater Dalton, and others should work to fund and support
a full-time marketing professional. As part of this effort, Believe Greater Dalton, the
DDDA, Creative Arts Guild, and other groups should collaborate to develop a cohesive marketing plan and unified strategy. Believe Greater Dalton has authorized funds
for a comprehensive marketing strategy for the community, and proposals are currently
being submitted. The marketing professional will work in coordination with the firm to
develop the strategy and will be responsible for implementation.
Lead: Allyson Coker, Believe Greater Dalton
Prospective Completion Date: January 2019

| Artist-in-Residence

| Review Downtown Events Permitting

Recently, the Creative Arts Guild, Believe Greater Dalton, and the DDDA successfully applied for a Lyndhurst Foundation grant to fund a three-month artist-in-residence
program. In collaboration with the Creative Arts Guild and the DDDA, the selected
candidate will focus on expanding public art downtown. If this program is successful,
Dalton should consider continuing to support an annual artist-in-residence program to
further develop public art downtown.

Currently, all events, regardless of size, require a $25 event application fee be submitted to the DDDA. Dalton should ensure that the city is able to recoup costs of attracting
large concerts, festivals, and other events that generate significant income for event
coordinators. As demand for events at Burr Park continues to grow, Dalton should look
to update the city’s event permitting process to catch up with demand.

Lead: Amanda Brown, Creative Arts Guild
Prospective Completion Date: January 2019

| Expand Downtown Mural Program
Creativity feeds innovation and entrepreneurship. Economic developers know the
benefits that flow to communities that embrace creativity and the arts and embody a
spirit of innovation. Dalton should continue to expand murals and public art downtown by partnering with the Creative Arts Guild’s artist-in-residence, the 1000 Words
Downtown Dalton Public Art Program, downtown businesses, and other stakeholders.
Lead: Executive Director, DDDA and Creative Arts Guild
Prospective Completion Date: December 2019

Lead: Executive Director, DDDA
Prospective Completion Date: June 2019

i m p l e m e n tat i o n

Lead: Jason Parker, City of Dalton
Prospective Completion Date: June 2020

| Creative Signage
Dalton’s vibrant arts community and industrial prowess are resources that could be
put to good use while rejuvenating downtown. With the desire to involve the whole
community in their business, the owners of Dalton Brewing Company drew on resources
including fabricators at Georgia Northwestern Technical College (GNTC) and local
artists to create unique signage, custom tap handles, and branding materials. Using the
example of Dalton Brewing Company and CoSign of Cincinnati as a model, the DDDA
could consider partnering with GNTC, the Creative Arts Guild, and others to develop a
program pairing local small business owners with these community resources to create
unique signage for downtown businesses.
Lead: Chris Brown, Dalton Brewing Company, Executive Director, DDDA
Prospective Completion Date: December 2019
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| Downtown Playscapes
Residents believe that downtown must serve as an active and attractive destination for all local citizens, including young children and families. Dalton should work to
support this vision by developing creative, fun, and exciting playscapes downtown. With
a little creativity, the city could reimagine underutilized spaces like the area beneath
the Waugh Street Bridge and transform these areas into themed playgrounds. Bringing
a rock-climbing wall, slides, and other features to this and other areas would create an
interactive attraction for children and families downtown.
Lead: David Aft, Community Foundation of Northwest Georgia
Prospective Completion Date: December 2019

| Playground Improvements
Downtown Dalton already offers several features that could regularly attract more
families. The city should work with the Parks and Recreation Department to fund repairs
and potential upgrades to playground equipment at Dalton Green Park. Additionally, the
city could consider operating the splash pad at the corner of Thornton Avenue and Cuyler
Street during events, festivals, or on designated days during the heat of the summer.

T

wo particular projects stood out as key community priorities in Step
One of the RSVP process. Local developers, downtown residents and
business owners, and locals who enjoy attending concerts and events
downtown all stressed that steps should be taken immediately to address the
persistent noise produced by the dozens of trains passing through the heart of
downtown 24 hours a day. Because of at-grade crossings entering and leaving downtown, currently conductors are required to blare their horns as they
travel through town, jarring visitors and diminishing the potential for attracting
substantial residential development downtown. To become the vibrant downtown destination the community desires, Dalton must take steps to address this
noise pollution as quickly as possible. In addition to addressing train noise,
locals see the vacancy at historic Dalton Depot as a hole in the fabric of downtown. Many local residents placed finding a tenant who can restore the depot
as a hub of downtown activity among their top priorities for downtown.

i m p l e m e n tat i o n

Key Projects

Lead: Jason Parker, City of Dalton
Prospective Completion Date: June 2019
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Many locals requested that the city begin working with CSX and Norfolk Southern
to implement a quiet zone in the downtown area. Piece by piece, local developers
have invested millions to increase residential capacity downtown. Many community
members are deeply concerned that the persistent noise generated from passing trains
will drive away developers with the resources to bring vibrant mixed-use redevelopment downtown. While beginning the process of creating a quiet zone downtown will
take a significant investment of time and money, Dalton must see mitigating train noise
as critical to long-term economic growth and redevelopment of downtown.
Lead: Jason Parker, City of Dalton
Prospective Completion Date: June 2019
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| Select a Buyer for Dalton Depot
The city of Dalton must continue to work with the Georgia Trust for Historic
Preservation to negotiate a buyer for Dalton Depot. The city should carefully examine these interested purchasers and select a buyer with the resources and long-term
commitment to preserve and lovingly restore this prominent downtown building. Using
the tools available at the DDDA, the city should support the eventual buyer’s efforts
to restore this building and once again make Dalton Depot a venue that contributes
to downtown.
Lead: City of Dalton
Prospective Completion Date: November 2018
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E

arly on in the Dalton RSVP process, the city’s energetic Steering Committee
began action to address the top issues that emerged in Step One. The Dalton
RSVP Steering Committee reached out to local organizations, stakeholders, and other interested parties to begin implementing recommendations as they
were being formed. Continuing to harness the experience, enthusiasm, and dedication of this group will be essential to realizing the vision contained in the Dalton
Renaissance Strategic Vision and Plan.
As of the publication of the Dalton RSVP, the following implementation items have
either been completed or are in progress.

st e e r i n g co m m i t t e e r e po rt ca r d

| Quiet Zone Downtown
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The peacock pattern shown on the inside cover is meant to be a playful representation of
carpet patterns, while also representing the peacock sculptures that are found around town.

